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Abstract
The problem of a low-frequency acoustic plane wave incident upon a free surface coupled
to a semi-infinite elastic plate surface, is solved using an analytic approach based on the
Wiener-Hopf method. By low-frequency it is meant that the elastic properties of the plate
are adequately described by the thin plate equation (kH :::_ 1). The diffraction problem
relates to issues in long range sound propagation through partially ice-covered Arctic waters ,
where open leads or polynya on the surface represent features from which acoustic energy
can be diffracted or scattered. This work focusses on ice as the material for the elastic plate
surface, and, though the solution methods presented here have applicability to general edge
diffraction problems, the results and conclusions are directed toward the ice lead diffraction
process.
The work begins with the derivation of an exact solution to a canonical problem: a
plane wave incident upon a free surface (Dirichlet boundary condition) coupled to a perfectly rigid surface (Neumann boundary condition). Important features of the general edge
diffraction problem are included here, with the solution serving as a guideline to the more
complicated solutions presented later involving material properties of the boundary. The
ice material properties are first addressed using the locally reacting approximation for the
input impedance of an ice plate, wherein the effects of elasticity are ignored. This is followed by use of the thin plate equation to describe the input impedance, which incorporates
elements of elastic wave propagation.

An important issue in working with the thin plate equation is the fluid loading pertaining
to sea ice and low-frequency acoustics, which cannot be characterized by simplifying heavy
or light fluid loading limits. An approximation to the exact kernel of the Wiener-Hop£
functional equation is used here, which is valid in this mid-range fluid loading regime. Use
of this approximate kernel allows one to proceed to a complete and readily interpretable
solution for the far field d iffracted pressure, which includes a subsonic flexural wave in the
ice plate. By using Green's theorem, in conjunction with the behavior of the diffracted
field along the two-part planar boundary, the functional dependence of liD (total diffracted
power) in terms of k (wavenumber), H (ice thickness), a (grazing angle) and the combined
elastic properties of the ice sheet and ambient medium, is determined.
A means to convert liD into an estimate of dB loss per bounce is developed using ray
theoretical methods, in order to demonstrate a mechanism for acoustic propagation loss
attributed directly to ice lead diffraction effects. Data from the 1984 MIZEX (Marginal
Ice Zone Experiments) narrow-band acoustic transmission experiments are presented and
discussed in this context.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In the study of range dependent problems in ocean acoustics , one often works with solution
techniques which assume slowly-varying changes in the acoustic boundaries or the ambient
medium, such as the parabolic equation method [39] or methods based on the adiabatic
approximation [33] . Many problems exist for which acoustic environmental changes can
occur abruptly, as in geological features on the ocean floor, or an open lead in the Arctic ice
canopy. Here , the diffraction process is a primary result of the range dependent feature, and
solutions dependent upon these features being slowly-varying usually fall short in describing
diffractive effects. For these problems a more numerically intensive approach is often used,
for example, a finite difference solution for the discretized wave equation in heterogeneous
media, which can model various seafloor diffractors in two-dimensional geometry [24].
This thesis studies in detail, and presents an analytical solution to the problem of an
acoustic plane wave interacting with a free surface coupled to a semi-infinite elastic surface.
The essential physics of the acoustic diffraction process such as mode coupling and edge
diffractive effects due to the abrupt boundary change, are included in the solution. The
problem relates directly to long range sound propagation in Arctic waters, where there is
a mixture of open water and ice as in the marginal ice zone. Here , the upward refracting
sound channel causes repeated interaction with the discontinuous ice canopy surface, and
open leads or polynyas on this surface represent features from which acoustic energy can
be diffracted or scattered [52] and thereby lost from the acoustic channel. We therefore
focus on ice as the material for the elastic surface or plate, and, though our methods have
13
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Figure 1.1: Diffraction from two semi-infinite half-planes each characterized by a different
boundary condition; the incident field is a plane wave with grazing angle a.
applicability to general edge diffraction problems, our results and conclusions are directed
towards the ice lead diffraction process.
The semi-infinite plate model for the ice lead diffraction process belongs to a class of twodimensional diffraction problems known as half-plane problems. Probably the most wellknown solution in this class is Sommerfeld's solution of the scattering of a plane wave from
an infinitely hard half-plane [58], or the "knife edge" problem. Closely related to problems
associated with a single semi-infinite half-plane are those involving two coupled half-planes
(Fig . 1.1), where different boundary conditions are prescribed on each semi-infinite halfplane. Diffraction problems of this type can be shown, by using a Green 'a theorem approach,
to reduce to a particular boundary integral equation amenable to analytic or closed form
solutions using the Wiener-Hop£ method [59]. In this thesis we employ the Wiener-Hopf
method to examine the ice lead diffraction process. A key attribute of such an approach
is that it is not fundamentally numerical in nature and allows additional insight into the
mathematical and physical structure of the acoustic field due to range discontinuities.
Single and coupled half-plane diffraction problems have been extensively studied m
electromagnetics and acoustics using techniques based on the Wiener-Hopf method. Senior

15

(1952)[64] presents the solution of the diffracted field due to a electromagnetic plane wave
field incident upon a semi-infinite metallic sheet. Heins and Feshbach (1947) [35] present a
solution of an acoustic plane wave incident upon two coupled half-planes where each surface
is characterized by a different complex admittance parameter. Bazar and Karp (1957) [5]
have examined a similar two-part problem involving electromagnetic wave propagation over
land and sea, known as the "land/ sea" problem. Lamb (1958) [46] studied the problem
of plane wave diffraction from a semi-infinite elastic plate under conditions of light fluid
loading. More recently Cannell (1975,1976) [12,11] and Crighton and Innes (1983) [21] have
examined similar plane wave scattering problems for both the heavy and light fluid loading
limits.

1.1

Overview of Thesis

We begin in Chapter 2 with the solution of a canonical problem: a plane wave incident upon
a surface where the boundary condition changes from Dirichlet (free surface) to Neumann
(perfectly rigid surface). The boundary conditions addressed in this problem are highly
idealized with respect to the ice lead diffraction process. Nevertheless, important features
of the general diffraction process are produced here, with this solution forming the baseline
structure for the solution of more complicated problems to follow. Since the solution is
expressed in terms of the Fourier transform of the diffracted field, it will also lay out in a
straight forward way a pathway for inversion which is utilized in the rest of the thesis.
Chapter 3 begins with a discussion of the input impedance of ice, in the context of
locally and non-locally reacting surfaces. Next the solution of a plane wave incident upon
a finite impedance, locally reacting surface is presented following the pathway developed
in Chapter 2.

An advantage of our method over those previously mentioned involving

Wiener-Hopf methods, is that we have approximated a step in the Wiener-Hop£ solution
procedure known as the kernel decomposition. In all but the simplest Wiener-Hopf type
equations the exact decomposition, available in principle, leads to a degree of complexity in
the solution that hinders practical implementation of the results. The approximate kernel
and decompostion used here is very accurate and allows us to proceed to interpretable
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results. Finally, a power balance for a plane wave incident upon a free surface joined to a
locally reacting surface is demonstrated.
In Chapter 4 we solve the problem of a plane wave incident upon a semi-infinite elastic
plate capable of supporting a subsonic flexural wave. A key issue here is the fluid loading
pertaining to the elastic sea ice and low frequency acoustics, which cannot be characterized
by the simplifying heavy or light fluid loading limits. A new approximate kernel decomposition introduced here allows us to complete the solution in this neither light nor heavy
fluid loading regime .
In Chapter 5 we shall demonstrate one of several potential means to implement results
from our solution in the analysis of acoustic propagation data. Data from the 1984 MIZEX
(Marginal Ice Zone Experiments) narrow-band acoustic transmission experiments (25-200
Hz) are presented here. These data, which are a result of acoustic propagation via a partially
ice-covered path , are compared to estimates of transmission loss based on ray theoretical
methods which include an additional loss due to diffraction effects from a surface with open
leads.
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Chapter 2

Canonical diffraction problem
This chapter presents the exact solution of a canonical two-dimensional diffraction problem:
a monochromatic acoustic plane wave incident upon a surface where the boundary condition
changes from Dirichlet (free surface) to Neumann (perfectly rigid surface). The problem,
though highly idealized, nevertheless shares some similarities to the free surface to ice
canopy surface boundary change. Furthermore, it allows us to lay out, without unnecessary
complications the notation and problem geometry used in this thesis and important details
and results of the Wiener-Hop£ procedure from which later results in this thesis will be
based upon.

2.1

Solution of canonical diffraction problem

Consider a plane wave with grazing angle a incident upon a planar surface (Fig. 2.1) with
the following mixed boundary conditions

q)r(x,O) = 0 x < 0

(2.1)

Bq)r
ay-(x ,O) = 0 x > 0,

(2.2)

and

where q)r is the total acoustic velocity potential, and q)/ is the incident potential with an
assumed harmonic time dependence e-iwt.
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Figure 2.1: Canoncial diffraction problem and field coordinate system used in this thesis.
Note that the ambient medium is above the planar boundary with vacuum below. The
field is assumed to be independent of the z-coordinate which points out of the page. The
incident field is a plane wave with grazing angle a:.
The total potential can be expressed as the coherent sum of

cPR, and

the diffracted potential

c/Jr, the reflected potential

cPD
(2.3)

with

(2.4)
and

(2.5)
The free-space wavenumber is

(2.6)
with c the sound speed in the ambient acoustic medium which is in general complex with
negative imaginary part , and w = 211' f. The small imaginary part in k allows for dissipation
in the ambient medium and is useful, but not necessary, to more clearly define the regions
of analyticity in the Wiener-Hop! procedure. In this thesis all final results reported will
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be with k 2 = 0. The reflected field is the one corresponding to an perfectly rigid or 'hard'
surface but which we apply to the entire boundary. Whether we set up the problem with
a free surface reflected field or hard surface reflected field makes no difference, since the
final result compensates for this. In this problem the reflection coefficient moduli for each
half of the boundary are unity but the phases differ by

1r,

resulting in a discontinuity in

the coherent sum of </>r and </>R, located along the line dividing specular reflection from the
two different surfaces. This line is a radial line extending from 0 =

1r -

a (Fig. ( 2.1)); to

the left of this line the reflected field originates from the free surface boundary, and to the
right the reflected field originates from the hard surface boundary. Thus a diffracted field
is generated in order to restore continuity of the field and maintain the mixed boundary
conditions.
If we incorporate the hard boundary reflected field, which together with </>r satisfies only

part of a two-part boundary value problem, the properties of ¢D on the boundary must
therefore necessarily be
¢D(x,O) = -2eik:tcosa

x

<0

(2.7)

and
a¢D(x, 0) = O

ay

x>O

(2.8)

in order to maintain the boundary conditions.
We assume </>D takes the following form which satisfies the homogeneous Helmholtz
equation
,I,

'+'D

(

x,y ) --

!oo
-oo

G( q) e iqz e -11Vq2-k2 -dq
2?r

(2.9)

where G(q) is an unknown spectral function and is the Fourier transform of ¢D(x,O). The
variable q is the complex horizontal wavenumber , where the horizontal spatial coordinate x
and q are conjugate Fourier transform variables.
Note the difference between the scattering from a periodic surface [71] and this case. For
the periodic surface the scattered field consists of discrete angles, or scattering orders, which
are both real and complex. The increment between each angle is inversely proportional to
the spatial period of the surface. For the two coupled half-planes, the spatial period is
infinite and the discrete angles have formed a continuum as expressed by G(q).
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Each

Figure 2.2: The branch cuts for the square root of q2 - k 2 defining strip between ±k2 in
the complex q plane.
scattering order in the periodic case is weighted by a plane wave reflection coefficient; here
G (q) serves as the weighting function for a continuous distribution of plane waves.

In order for the integral in Eq. ( 2.9) to be convergent we specify the branch cuts of

.Jq2 -

k2 such that

J

Real( q2

-

k2) > 0.

(2.10)

This will occur for any inversion contour within the strip between ±k2 in Fig. 2.2. In the
case k 2

~

0 the inversion contour approaches the real-q axis and the inversion contour is

indented around any poles or branch points which lie on the real axis.
The Fourier transform definitions used in this thesis will be such that,

(2.11)
The

+

or - subscripts in Eq.( 2.11) denote the region of analyticity, either the upper or

lower mathematical half-planes, of a function in the complex q plane. For example, G+ ( q)
can exist only for Jm(q) > 0; otherwise the exponential term in the Fourier transform is
unbounded at x = -oo. We can also write formally that
(2.12)
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and
- J q2 - k2G( q) --

!oo

B<f>D(x,O)
a
e -cq:td X.
Y

-oo

(2.13)

Thus, applying the semi-infinite transform definition to what is known about 4>D(x,O)
[Eq.( 2.7)] gives,

-2!

o

2·

eik:tcoscr-iq:tdx+G-(q)=

- 00

-'

(

q - k cos Q)

+G-(q).

(2.14)

The first term in Eq.( 2.14) is by definition a '+'function . That is, its existence requires
I m( q) > k 2 cos a, and thus the region of analyticity is delineated by a line parallel to the

real-q axis but passing just above the pole at q = k cos a. Similarly, applying what is known
about a.p~~:t,O) [Eq.( 2.8)]1eads to,

- Jq2- k2G(q) = L+(q)

+ fooo B<f>Da(: ,O) e-cqzdx = L+(q).

(2.15 )

The functions G_(q) and L+(q) are unknown, with the latter representing the semi-infinite

(x < 0) transform of the normal derivative of 4>D(x,O). Eliminating G(q) from Eqs. ( 2.14)
and ( 2.15) gives
(2.16)
The above is the Wiener-Hopf functional equation where
(2.17)
is the kernel of the equation. The Wiener-Hopf functional equation can be reached by
several different pathways. For example, a Green's function approach together with the
convolution theorem

[59J, would have required

the Fourier transform of the Hankel fun ction

along the boundary which is the same form as our kernel. We have used Jones's Method [42]
to arrive at this equation which works directly from the Fourier transform of the boundary
conditions that govern the problem.
The essence of the Wiener-Hopf procedure is to factorize or decompose this kernel into
two factors, one analytic in an upper half-plane and the other analytic in a lower halfplane of the complex q plane. A successful decomposition will, as we shall see, allow us to
recover G(q) and thus the Fourier transform of 4>D(x,y). In this case the decomposition is
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immediate: because the branch line for ~extends from the point q = k1 + ik2 into
an upper half of the q plane, this function is only free of singularities, or analytic, in some
lower half of the q plane. The region of analyticity is thus defined as I m( q) < k2 and is
delineated by a line running parallel to the real-q axis but passing just below I m( q) = k2.
Thus~ is a '-' function and in a similar manner

JQn a'+' function and analytic

for Im(q) > k 2 Upon decomposing the kernel we have

L+(q)

.,;qn

+ yq=-kG_(q) =

(q -

-2i
yq=-k
k cos a)
·

(2.18)

The t erm on the right side of Eq.( 2.18) is neither a'+' nor'-' function, so it is split
into t wo t er ms
(2.19)
where

R _ ( q) = (

-2i
k
) Iyq=-k q- cosa

J k cos a -

k]

(2.20)

and

_ - 2iy kcosa - k
R + ( q) .
(q- kcosa)
This is known as additive decompostion

(2.21)

114]. In R_ ( q) the effect of the pole at q = k cos a

is cancelled and R_(q) remains analytic in a lower half-plane as defined by Im(q) < k2 ;
R+ (q) is analytic in an upper half-plane as defined by Im(q) > k2 cos a.
The functions L+ (q) and G _ ( q) are unknown but their regions of analyticity can be
inferred . For example, consider
(2.22)
Then , in order for the semi-infinite Fourier transform to exist, G_(q) can be analytic only
for I m( q) < k2 , this fact being independent of any algebraic dependence of

tf>v (x, 0). In

a similar manner L+(q) can be analytic only for Im(q) > -k2. When k 2 shrinks to zero
t hese domains of analyticity occur just below and just above the real-q axis. Upon using
t he additive d ecompostion we have
(2.23)
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G_
Figure 2.3: The common region of analyticity (shaded) in the complex q plane. Arrows
with open ends mean that a half-plane is delineated here but the analytic region does not
include the actual line.
In Eq.( 2.23) everything on the left side is analytic in an upper half-plane while everything
on the right side is analytic in a lower half-plane of the q plane. A common region of
analyticity exists, i.e., the strip in Fig. 2.3, and by analytic continuation E(q) must be
analytic in the entire finite complex q plane; thus, E(q) is an entire function. Determining
the nature of E(q) as

2.1.1

Edge conditions, Liouville's theorem and recovery of G(q)

The nature of E(q) as
as

lql -+

lql -+ oo allows us to recover the unknowns in Eq.( 2.23).

lql-+ oo is determined by the behavior of the quantities in Eq.( 2.23)

oo. Since L+ and G _ are unknowns, their behavior is ascertained through the

behavior of the equivalent transform as x

-+

0. This is a property of Fourier and Laplace

tran sforms in which global properties in one domain are mapped to local properties in the
other domain.
The local properties we require are known as edge conditions. The edge conditions invoke
the appropriate physical constraints on the diffracted field near the edge of the b oundary
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discontinuity e.g., the diffracted field can not act as a source and radiate energy on its own
account [41]. Thus, for example, let <f>D(x,O) ...., xv, v ~ 0 as x-+ o+ [59], which is a very
general requirement of <f>D· The corresponding transform behavior of G_(q) as

lql -+

oo,

using a result from Abelian asympotics [61] is
(2.24)
Also, the velocity can have no more than an integrable singularity at the origin [19], which
in this case calls for
-I

...., X -;

as

X -

o+, and from Abelian asymptotics this gives

lql-+ 00 ·
The nature of E(q) as lql-+ oo is now determined by application of Liouville's theorem.

L+(q)....,

lqiT

1

a:!ID

as

Let F_(q) and F+(q) represent the combinations of'-' and '+'functions in Eq.( 2.23).
Liouville's theorem states that if
(2 .25)
and
(2 .26)
where it is assumed q

-+

oo in the appropriate half-plane, then E(q) is a polynomial of

degree less than or equal to the integer part of min(r, 8 ). If either r or

8

is negative, then

E( q) must vanish at infinity and E( q) is identically zero. Liouville's theorem has many
stated versions, the one used here is the most explicit and is a paraphrase of Noble [59].
Having determined the behavior to L+ and G _ as
of Eq.( 2.23) vanish as q

lql -+ oo.

-+

lql -+

oo, one sees that both sides

oo, for example, the '-'side behaves at most as....,

lql ~~

as

This means the entire function E(q) vanishes at infinity and is therefore identically

zero, giving the result

G_(q) = R_(q)
..;q:::k

L (q) = R+(q) .
+

Jq+

k

(2.27)

Finally, using Eq. ( 2.14) we have
-2i
G(q) = ~(
k
) vkcosa- k .
q- q- cos a

(2.28)

Note that constants like y'k cos a- k in the above will often appear in this thesis, which
are evaluated as -ivk - k cos a to conform with our branch cut structure.
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An exact solution of <I>D(x, y) in terms of its Fourier transform integral is now available.
This integral, in the form of Eq.( 2.9), consists of a continuous plane wave spectrum. The
diffracted field thus contains all the spatial Fourier components necessary to accommodate
the step function-like discontinuity at the boundary.

2.2

Inversion of the diffracted field plane wave spectrum

In version to </>D( x, y) is readily carried out using the following transformations:
x

=-

rcosO

y

= rsinO

q

=-

kcosf3

(2.29)

where r and 0 are polar coordinates, giving

</>D(r, 0) = i J1 ~cos a { P(f3)eikrcos(f3-8}df3

(2.30)

lr

211'

with

P(/3)

=

sin f3
(cos a+ cos f3) cos?·

(2.31)

The transformation q = - k cos f3 is multivalued and we will use the strip in the complex-/3
plane defined by 0 < Real(f3) <

11' ,

with the new integration contour r defined in Fig 2.4.

The transformed plane wave spectrum, P(/3), will be called the angular spectrum [16] to
distinguish it from the former.
Equation ( 2.30) is evaluated asymptotically by method of steepest descents [17] wit h
the saddle point at f3 = 0. The asymptotic analysis requires deformation of the r contour
into the steepest descent path (SDP) contour r(O). Any singularities which are crossed
while deforming the contour , such as the pole in the angular spectrum at f3 =
be accounted for in the evaluation. The residue of the pole at f3 =

7r -

11' -

a , must

a comprises a

necessary geometric field, but in the vicinity of this pole the asymptotic method breaks
down because the SDP contour crosses the real-/3 axis near f3 =

11'-

a and the integrand is

no longer slowly varying. One way to get around this problem is to partition the angular
spectrum [16],

P(/3) =
such that

P1

P1

(/3) + P2 (/3)

(f3) is analytic for 0 < Real (f3) <

11'
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and P2 (f3) retains the pole at f3 =

(2.32)
11' -

a.

0

r r(o)
Figure 2.4: Inversion con tour is
is captured for 9 < 1r - a:

r , and

deformed SDP contour f(9). The pole at (3 =

1r-

a:

The diffracted potential now takes the form

t/>n

= iv1 :!2~sa: h(Pl + P2)eiJ:rcoa(fJ-S)df3 = 4>D1 + 4>D2

where

. {3 .

Pl(/3) =

Sin

fJ

Q

Sin

2- cos 2 cos

(2.33)

fJ-o
2

(2.34)

2 cos~ sin~ cos fJ1o cos fJio
and
P2({3) =

1

2sin

fJ+o.

(2 .35)

-f cosT

Wit h the partitioning , Eq.( 2.33) can be evaluated asymptotically for the first term (P1 (f3))
using the SDP contour fs which passes through the saddle point on the real-{3 axis (Fig . 2.4) .
The result for kr

»

1 is,

cf>Dl ( r , 9)

( 1 + i)

= .j2; V1-cos a:
211"

P1 (9)

e' J:r

11:-:

v kr

1

+ 0(--

3 ) .

(kr )1

(2.36)

This is an asymptotic series with t he dominant behavior being a cylindrical waveform
em anating from the origin (point of discontinuity) and a far field radiation pattern defined
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Many integrals of t he type

I(r,B)

=

lr

Q(f3)eilcrcos(f3-8)d(3

where Q(f3) is analytic for 0 < Real(f3) <

»

evaluation of such integrals valid for kr

1r,

(2.37)

will be used m this thesis. An asymptotic

1 is

eilcr

1

I(r , B) = (1- i)J?r"Q(B) rc + 0 ( - -3 ).
v kr
(kr)2

(2.38)

This will be called the SDP evaluation, and a derivation of this expression is presented in
Appendix A.
The other portion of the diffracted field remains in integral form
A-

'f'D2

(

.J1-rncos a

r, 8) --

t

v 211"

lr

r 2 sin

1 R
eilcrcos(f3-8)d{3 .
cos
,.,+a
2
2

(2.39)

~

We could proceed with a SDP evaluation provided the saddle point is not too close to
and in the process of deforming the contour we would capture the pole at (3 =

1r- a

1r-

a,

provided

8 < 1r - a (Fig. 2.5). The pole capture is 'clockwise' or -21ri and the resulting geometric

field is
A.
(r , 0) -_ -2e-ilcrcos(a+8) ,
'f'geo

(2.40)

which, together with the hard surface reflected field, satisfies the Dirichlet boundary condition for x < 0. Assuming the residue ¢>D2 ( r, 0) has been accounted for, the remaining
integral is recast into the form known as the Fresnel integral which accounts for the behavior of Eq.( 2.39) near the vicinity of the pole. This is done in two steps [4]. Using (3' = (3- 0
with

r' the corresponding contour in the (3'

plane, we have

·

¢>D2(r,O)
The

r'

=

ilcr cos{3 1

i-lr

e ({3'+8+a ) d(3'.
"" r' cos - -2-

(2.41)

contour is now deformed into a new one that passes through Real(f3') = 0, which

results in
¢JD2(r,8)

=

·

tCOS

(8+a)
2

1r

and upon using cos (3'

= 1 + ir 2 , Eq.(
¢>D2(r, B) =

~

cos 2
eilcrcos{J'd(3',
Jr(O)' cos{3 + cos(O +a)
{

1

(2.42)

2.41) becomes

(1 - i)

.Ji1r

ikr ! oo e-lcrr2
be
.b2 dr
2
-oo T
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-

t

(2.43)

dividing
reflection

pole captured for

(} <

1r -

a

Figure 2.5: The x , y field plane expressed in terms of r, 9. The pole corresponding to a
geometric field is captured for 9 < "' - a, for 9 > "' - a the boundary condition is already
satisfied by tPI + tPR and no pole is captured in this region .
where

;;:;
9+a
b = y.(.COS(--) .
2

(2.44)

The integral in Eq . ( 2.43) is of the Fresnel type which we will evaluate exactly using
an IMSL subroutine [1], with the entire expression in Eq.( 2.43) henceforth defined as the
function 1(r, 9; a).

2.3

Properties of the Fresnel integral

It will be useful to record here the asymptotic form of 1(r,9;a) =1A(r,9;a) by applying
the SDP evaluation formula Eq.( 2.38) to Eq.( 2.39) which gives,
(2.45)
The asymptotic form of 1(r,9; a) is not valid in the vicinity of 9 = "'-a , for the same
reason the asymptotic analysis failed earlier. Specifically, one way to evaluate the integral
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in Eq.( 2.43) for kr

»

1 is to expand the part of the integrand equal to (r 2

+ ib2 )- 1

into

a Taylor series and integrate term by term. The Taylor series has a radius of convergence
equal to O(b); when b vanishes near 8 =

1r -

a the analysis leading to 1 A(r, 8; a) is not valid

no matter how large kr is. A more complete asymptotic analysis using integration by parts
shows that the validity of the asymptotic form of 1(r,8; a) depends on the value of kr [38],
and with

...;'2k;
8 +-)i,...,
a > 3.55
2kri cos(-

(2.46)

2

the asymptotic form 1 A(r, 8; a) is valid.
The area where 1 A(r, 0; a) is not valid is the transition region between the two geometrically reflected fields. The behavior of the diffracted field here is complex and requires the
exact Fresnel integral for a complete description of the field across this region. We can get
an idea of the diffracted field behavior within the transition region by examining 1 (r, (},a)
immediately on either side of the line dividing specular reflection . Putting Eq. ( 2.43) into
a form suitable for evaluation by IMSL gives

1(r ,O; a)

eikrw (arg) 8 <

1(r,8;a)

-eikrW(arg) (} >

1r -

a

1r-

a

(2.47)

In the above, W is the complex error function (C(z) + iS(z) as defined in Abramowitz and
Stegun [3], p . 301); this is the function evaluted by IMSL with arg = ei"i.J7C;:ibi. In the
limit of 0 approaching

1r -

a, then b -

0 and one can observe that W -

lim 1(r
6-+0

1r -

a± 8) = =reikr.

'

1, giving
(2.48)

Thus, within the transition region the diffracted field approaches the same order of magnitude (i .e., plane wave behavior) as the incident and reflected fields. Having the same
magnitude, the diffracted field is able to interfere with the incident and reflected fields and
provide a means to smooth the transition between the two different specularly reflected
fields.

Outside the transition region, or the shadow region, the diffracted field decays

with characteristic cylindrical wave dependence as exhibited by the asymptotic form of

1 A ( r, 0, a). We return to the concepts of transition and shadow regions in Chapter 3, in
the discussion of conservation of power.
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/r

Also recorded here for future use is the radial derivative

of 1(r,9,a). We start by

taking the radial derivative of Eq.( 2.39) which is
-k
21r

r cos(/3- 9)

lr

cos(

.8;

8

eilcrco•(f3-8)df3.

)

Then, duplicating the steps which lead to the Fresnel integral, we have for this case

a1(r,O;a)- .k1( 9· ) - k!!_ i(kr--i)
ar
- I
r, 'a
11" e

/oo
-oo

e-krr2

2
T

r2 - ib2

d
T.

(2.49)

We now focus on the integral in the above equation
(2.50)
and

(2.51)
Taking the derivative with respect to kr of h and integrating the result gives
di1
ikrb 2 vfi
- -e
--

dkr -

(2.52)

(kr)%'

and thus

h = vfi

oo einb2

1kr

-dO.

(2.53)

3

n~

Upon using the substitution Ob 2 = J.L 2 , we have that
(2.54)
or

I

= 2.;1rbe-ikrb2

00
/ ..;krb

ip. 2

_e-dJ.L.

J.L2

(2.55)

Equation( 2.55 ) is recast using integration by parts with,
(2 .56)
such that

I=

• L

4.j?ribe-'"'r

b2/00 e'~'• 2dJ.L + _v_
2 l1r
".
...(krb

.,fk;

(2.57)

An alternative expression for the Fresnel integral, equivalent to Eq.( 2.43) is [4]

v;

1(r,9; a)= /!(1-

i)eikr(l-b2)
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/oo
e'~'2 dJ.L.
Vkrb

(2.58)

Using this expression, along with Eq.( 2.49) and Eq.( 2.57) gives us

BJ(r,B; a) = ikl(r,B; a)(1- 2b 2 ) - kb ~(1- i) eikr.
Br
V;
.,;-b-

(2.59)

This result shows how the Fresnel integral accounts for the continuous variation of radial particle velocity across the transition region.

Far away from the transition region

J(r,B;a) := JA(r,B;a) and therefore
BJ(r,B;a) "'ik(1 + i) eikr
ar
v"iffb ..;-b-

(2.60)

which is the usual cylindrical wave dependence for radial particle velocity. Well into the
transition region b approaches zero and J(r,B; a) approaches the plane wave behavior of
Eq.( 2.48) and therefore

81(r, 0; a) := ±ikeikr.
Br

2.4

(2 .61)

The diffracted field and check of the boundary conditions

Contours of equal amplitude level for

tPDl

and

cpnz,

are shown in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7. The

incident field is a monochromatic plane wave of 50 Hz and a = 15°, with the dB lev els
referenced to a unit amplitude incident wave field. The geometric plane wave field arising
from a residue contribution from ¢D(r, B) is removed and shown here are only the SDP and
Fresnel integral contributions to ¢D(r,B). The same fields are shown in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9
for a = 135° , which is equivalent to the plane wave incident from the other side.
The boundary condition to be satisfied by ¢D(x, 0), minus its residue contribution, is
now the same as Eqs.( 2.1) and ( 2.2). By themselves, the component fields ¢D1 and

cpnz do

not satisfy these mixed boundary conditions, but when summed coherently as in Figs. 2.10
and 2.11 the mixed boundary conditions are satisfied. Note that a good approximation to
the total diffracted fields in Figs. 2.10 and 2.11, valid outside the transition zone, is available
by SDP evaluation of Eq.( 2.30) directly without the partitioning into the component fields.
The details of the transition region are lost, but outside the transition region the diffracted
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Figure 2.6: Contours of equal amplitude of cPDl(r,IJ) for a= 15°. The boundary discontinuity at the origin is marked by the triangle, with the free surface boundary on the left
side and perfectly rigid surface on the right side. The distance from the origin is in units
of 10 · kr. The contour levels are in dB referenced to a unit amplitude incident wave field.
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Figure 2.7: Contours of equal amplitude of ¢JD2(r,O) for a= 15°. The boundary discont inuity at the origin is marked by the triangle, with the free surface boundary on the left
side and perfectly rigid surface on the right side. The distance from the origin is in units
of 10 · kr. The contour levels are in dB referenced to a unit amplitude incident wave field.
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Figure 2.8: Contours of equal amplitude of <f>Dl(r,O) for a= 135°. The boundary discontinuity at the origin is marked by the triangle, with the free surface boundary on the left
side and perfectly rigid surface on the right side. The distance from the origin is in units
of 10 · kr. The contour levels are in dB referenced to a unit amplitude incident wave field .
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Figure 2.9: Contours of equal amplitude of ¢D2(r, 0) for a = 135° The boundary discontinuity at the origin is marked by the triangle, with the free surface boundary on the left
side and perfectly rigid surface on the right side. The distance from the origin is in uni ts
of 10 · kr. The contour levels are in dB referenced to a unit amplitude incident wave field.
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Figure 2.10: Contours of equal amplitude of <l>v(r,O) for a= 15°. The boundary discontinuity at the origin is marked by the triangle, with the free surface boundary on the left
side and perfectly rigid surface on the right side. The distance from the origin is in units
of 10 · kr. The contour levels are in dB referenced to a unit amplit ude incident wave field.
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Figure 2.11 : Contours of equal amplitude of tf>D(r,fJ) for a = 135°. The boundary discontinuity at the origin is marked by the triangle, with the free surface boundary on the left
side and perfectly rigid surface on the right side. The distance from the origin is in units
of 10 · kr. The contour levels are in dB referenced to a unit amplitude incident wave field.
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field behaves like
eikr

¢>D(r,O) ~ P(O) . I L '
.

(2.62)

vkr

which is equivalent to the far field of a line source located at the point of discontinuity in
the boundary. The far field radiation pattern here is equal to P(O), which is Eq.( 2.31)
evaluated at the saddle point.
Returning to the analysis using the partitioned fields , for x < 0, y = 0 the residu e of

¢>D 2 provides the necessary geometric or plane wave field to combine with

r/>1

and ¢>R such

that the boundary condition Eq.( 2 .1) is satisfied by the plane waves. We will refer to plane
wave fields as 0(1) fields because of their non-decaying radial dependence, and the mixed
boundary conditions must always be satisfied separately by the 0(1) fields. The cylindrical
spreading fields of rPDl and rPD2 are 0(!) with

= 1/Vkr. (We note that rPD2 is a cy lindrical

f

spreading field as described by 1;., except within the transition region.) These fields are in
exact anti-phase to 0(!) along the x < 0 boundary, with the exception of the vicinity of
origin where the asymptotic representations are not valid , and thus satisfy the boundary
condition to 0(!) . This is easily seen by evaluating Eq.( 2.36) and Eq.( 2.45) at 0 = 0.
The asymptotic form of rPD2 = 1;. is entirely adequate here because we are well out of the
transition region.
Rather than examining higher order terms of the asymptotic series, a better way to
ascertain the exactness of the solution is to examine the original integral representation

.

rPD(x,O) = -2tVkcosQ- k

foo ..;q.:k(eiqz
dq
-oo q- q- kcOSQ ) -211'.

(2.63)

For x < 0 we capture the necessary pole contribution but this is the only contribution
to the integral as can be seen by extending the contour into a semi-circle in the lower halfplane and applying Jordan's lemma [36]. Checking the boundary condition for x > 0 in the
same manner we have

-aay '+",/. D (X, 0)-- 2l'v'k COS

Q -

k

!00
-00

(

y'qTI
k
) eiqz -dq .

q-

cos Q

211'

(2.64)

Here there is only a branch line beginning at q = -k and extending into the lower halfplane . For x > 0 we evaluate the integral by extending the contour into a semi-circle in the
upper half-plane and apply Jordan's lemma. The pole at q = kcosQ will not be captured
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Figure 2.12: Branch line integral for evaluating <Pv(x ,O) and x > 0.
because it lies just below the real-q axis. The integral is zero and the boundary condition
[Eq .( 2.2) ] is satisfied exact ly. In the remainder of this thesis it will be sufficient to report
the inverted field solution to O(t:) , which is all that is required to extract far field diffraction
intensity information. This solution satisfies the mixed boundary condition to O(t:) with an
error of 0 (Cl).
It is interesting to note the behavior of tPD(x,O) for x > 0 . This is best done by working
directly with the integral representation and evaluating the necessary branch line integral
due to the ~factor in G(q) (Fig. 2.12).
The two branch line integrals are

(2 .65)
and

(2 .66)
with q

·r

= pe'2 + k on h

and q

· Sw

= pe-'T + k on l2
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and p the integration variable . Expanding

the denominators of the integrands in a Taylor series about small p and integrating gives

</>D(x,O) = -(1

+ i)

1

eik%
rL

1r)1-cosaykx

1

+ 0(- - 3 )
(kx)2

(2.67)

as the net lowest order result. For now let us simply note that <I>D is characterized by

O(f) behavior along the perfectly rigid or infinite impedance part of the two-part planar
surface. In the next chapter we contrast this behavior with the behavior of </>D along a

finite impedance surface .

2.5

Summary

In this chapter the exact solution to a canonical diffraction problem was determined using
the Wiener-Hop£ method. The solution was expressed in terms of a continuous plane wave
spectrum G(q), or the equivalent angular spectrum P(j3). The spectrum corresponds to the
diffracted field which results from a monochromatic plane wave incident upon two coupled
half-planes, one surface characterized by the Dirichlet boundary condition the other surface
characterized by the Neumann boundary condition.
The spectrum was partitioned into a term which is free of singularities, P1 ({3), and

P2 (j3) which retained the pole at {3 =

1r -

a that corresponds to the angle of specular

reflection . This gave way to two components of the diffracted field ¢Dl and </>DZ· The first
was expressed as an asymptotic series valid for kr

»

1, while the second was expressed by

the Fresnel integral defined functionally as 1( r, 0; a) and evaluated exactly. Fundamental
properties of 1( r, 0; a) and its asymptotic form 1 A ( r, 0; a) were derived, including the radial
derivative

8

1(;:;a) which will be used later in diffraction field intensity calculations.

The canonical problem is a highly idealized rendition of what happens when a plane
wave is incident upon a water-to-ice canopy surface. Nevertheless, some essential features
of the diffraction process are reproduced in the solution. These include a diffracted field
containing a residue contribution which restores field continuity along the line dividing the
regions of specular reflection, and a cylindrical wave contribution which maintains the mixed
boundary conditions. This solution will serve as a guideline to the more realistic boundary
conditions to be addressed in the next two chapters.
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Chapter 3

Diffraction problem with locally
reacting boundary condition
This chapter presents the solution to the problem of a monochromatic plane acoustic wave
incident upon a surface in which the boundary surface impedance changes abruptly from
a free surface , or zero impedance, to a locally reacting finite impedance. The difference
between this problem and the one presented in Chapter 2, is that here a finite impedance
has replaced the infinite impedance or Neumann boundary condition. We will show subsequently that this problem is a useful model for the free surface-to-ice surface boundary
change, and ultimately the ice lead diffraction process.

3.1

The locally reacting boundary condition for ice at low
frequency

A locally reacting surface is one for which the input (surface) impedance Zin, defined as the
ratio of acoustic pressure to normal particle velocity evaluated at the surface , is independent
of horizontal wavenumber. Let us assume for the moment that the boundary surface consists
of a single thin (with respect to any wavelength scale) layer or plate, and this surface is a
locally reacting one. From Newton's second law
m

avp

at
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= p

(3.1)

where m is the mass per unit area of the plate, V,. is the velocity of a point on the surface
of the plate into the medium, in response to P the acoustic pressure on the plate-medium
boundary [62] Taking the ratio of pressure to normal velocity, assuming e-iwt time dependence, the input impedance of the plate is

= -iwm.

Zin

(3 .2)

This is a locally reacting, finite impedance; it is locally reacting because there is no dependence upon horizontal wavenumber and finite because it no longer ha.!:: the perfectly rigid
property. Here, the plate impedance is due only its mass. Real plate material of course can
be elastic, and this formulation does not take into account the elasticity of the plate.
It is instructive to examine the input impedance of a floating ice sheet or plate from this
point of view. If the plate material consists of a single homogeneous layer of total thickness

H, the full set of equations from linear elasticity theory is no longer necessary to derive
the input impedance . Here, a simpler formulation, often referred to as the Rayleigh-Lamb
equations [32], is sufficient to determine the plate input impedance. With kH values below
cut-off for higher order mode propagation in the plate, only the two fundamental modes
from the Rayle igh-Lamb equations are necessary for a complete description of the plate
input impedance. These are known as the longitudinal mode (symmetric Lamb mode) and
the flexural mode (anti-symmetric Lamb mode). The wave impedances of the longitudinal
mode

z_

and the flexural mode Z,._, add in parallel to form the total input impedance for

the plate. These impedances are given by [49]
(3.3)
and
-iwp1 [( 2
2)2
H
2
H
Z,._, ( q) = - k
• It+ q
tanh11-- 41ntq tanh It-].
It 4t
2
2
Here, It =

Jq

2

-

kl

and 11 =

numbers in the ice, with kt

= .!!:'..
Ct

Jq

k[,

and kt

= ~ . where Ct

2 -

(3.4)

are the shear and compressional vertical wave

Cf

is the shear wave speed and

Ct

is the

compressional wave speed in the ice and P1 is the ice density. The ambient water sound
speed and density will be referred to as c and p, respectively. Typical values of sea ice
parameters which will be used in this thesis are:
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•

c1

= 3500

m/s

•

Ct

= 1800

m/s

•

Pl

= 920 kg/ m 3

We will use the nominal values of 1450 m / s and 1000 kg / m 3 for the ambient water sound
speed and density, and ignore the small energy dissipation within the ice which would be
represented by a small negative imaginary part in the ice wave speeds .
Examining Eqs.( 3.3) and ( 3.4) for small values of kH (e.g. , kH :3.- 1) shows that IZ-1
IZ~I,

and since the two wave impedances add in parallel we have Zin

~ Z~ .

»

The flexural

wave impedance can be expanded in t erms of }tH and 11H when the arguments of th e
hyperbolic functions are small and these functions are replaced by their Taylor expansions ,
wit h the result to leading order [49]

Z~ =

-iwp1H

+ O(it ~ , 11 ~ ) 3

(3 .5)

which gives us our original mass loading formulation with m = p1H. With this approxima-tion, elastic resistance to deformation is neglected and inertial effects, or mass loading, is
dominant. The neglect of

z_ in favor of Z~

in the parallel additions is consistent with our

use in Chapter 4 of the Euler-Bernoulli or thin plate equation [58] to account for the elastic
effects of ice.
This marks a convenient point to skip ahead and briefly discuss the thin plate equation
in the context of the input impedance of ice , and the locally reacting boundary condition .
Specifically, let us reach the same conclusion of Eq.( 3.5) more directly via the thin plat e
equation . For small values of kH it is customary to work with the thin plate equation rat her
than the Rayleigh-Lamb formulation. (Various guidelines exist for determining when the
thin plate equation can be used e.g., [43 ,27]. These all more or less satisfy the crit erion
kH :3.- 1, which we discuss in more detail in Chapter 4.) Th en, the vertical plate deflection
U

= U (x)

of a thin plate is governed by

a4

2

B ax4 U- P1Hw U

= P(x; t)

{3.6)

which includes the usual two-dimensional assumption that ~~ = 0 and harmonic time
dependence of e-iwt. The first term on the left characterizes elastic effects, or the sprin g44

like resistance of the plate to bending, and the second term characterizes inertial effects.
The forcing term, P(x; t), in our case will be the pressure due to a plane acoustic wave
incident upon the ice, or equivalently, it is the loading of the ambient fluid medium.
The bending stiffness B is defined

{3.7)
where E is Young 's modulus and

u

is Poisson's ratio, with
E=2~-t(1+u).

(3.8)

For an isotropic elastic medium [70] Poisson's ratio and the Lame constants >.., J.t are related
as follows
.5>..

<
>.. + J.t-

U= - -

.5

Ct=

~
yp;

(3.9)

For comparative purposes u ::: .32 and E::: 8 · 109 Pascals are typical values for sea ice.
When its elastic properties are described by the thin plate equation, the input impedance
of ice can be expressed as [43]
(3.10)
where q is the variable for horizontal wavenumber as used in Chapter 2. The wavenumber
in vacuo, kf, is a solution to the characteristic equation corresponding to Eq.( 3.6) with the

forcing term set to zero,
_

4
kf
-

P1Hw 2
B

(3.11)

We will find for meters-thick ice and frequencies in the range of 50 Hz or less, that
Pl H w

2

»

q 4 B is always satisfied by homogeneous values of q ( q/ k < 1). Thus a lead-

ing order approximation for

Zin

equivalent to the one in Eq.( 3.5) is available simply by

inspection of Eq.( 3.10).
We have argued here the merits of a locally reacting approximation for the input
impedance of an ice plate. The approximation being, at low kH values and in the homogeneous region of the horizontal wave number spectrum, the ice surface impedance is
purely reactive and characterized by mass loading.
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The locally reacting approximation allows us to replace continuity of pressure and particle velocity at an interface with a single impedance boundary condition [58]
(3.12)
evaluated on the boundary, and where

Zin

is a constant. To simplify notation for later use,

we define an admittance parameter
-twp

(3.13)

rJ=-z. ,
•n

which becomes

p:H

m the locally reacting approximation . Figure

3.1 is a plot of the

modulus of rJ(q) for sea ice with H = 1m and a frequency of 30Hz, computed (1) exactly
using the full elastic equations and the Thomson-Haskell matrix representation of layered
constant elastic material [72 ,29] , and (2) using the analytical expression [Eq.( 3.4)] for Z~.
The small perturbation near .5 is due to the effect of the longitudinal wave as computed
in the exact calculation. Both functions become singular near 3.6, indicating a solution
of z,n = 0 or the flexural wave in vacuo. In the homogeneous region (q j k < 1) of the
wavenumber spectrum, rJ(q) is nearly exactly described by the simple constant

tiT which

confirms the locally reacting nature of the input impedance .

3.2

Solution of the finite impedance, locally reacting diffraction problem

In this section we solve the problem of a monochromatic plane wave with grazing angle a,
incident upon a planar surface with the following mixed boundary conditions

if>T (X, 0) = 0 X < 0
a¢>r(x, 0) -

ay

-

A.

(

'1'+'T X,

0)

X

(3.14)

>0

(3.15)

with the problem geometry and coordinate system the same as in Chapter 2. It will be
convenient later in this thesis to assume that ¢>R is the reflected field corresponding to a
free surface but which is applied to the entire surface. Then, using this combination of ¢>I
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4

qjk
Figure 3.1 : Plot of the modulus of f'J(q) corresponding to sea ice with H = 1 m and a
frequency of 30 Hz. Normalized wavenumber (q/k) is used with qjk < 1 representing the
homogeneous wavenumber spectrum. The solid line is the calculation based on Z. . . (q) ; t he
dashed line is exact calculation .
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and ¢ R, the properties of <PD along the boundary must necessarily be

</JD(x,O) = 0
8-1-D(x ,O)

___..;._'~"~---'---'-

8y

(3. 16)

X< 0

= '1¢D ( x, 0) + 2ik sin ae'"'z: cO& a
· L

x > 0

(3.17)

in order to maintain the boundary conditions.
As in Chapter 2, we start with an integral form of ¢D(x, y) [Eq .( 2.9) ] representing a
continuous superposition of plane waves. Applying the semi-infinite transform definition to
what is known about ¢D(x, 0) [Eq.( 3.16)] gives,

G(q) = G_ (q)

(3 .18)

and applying what is known about ll?~1:c,o) [Eq.( 3.17)] gives,
./

y q2- PG(q) = -L+(q)- ryG_(q) +

-2ksina

(q- k cos a ) .

(3.19)

Again G _ (q) and L+(q) are unknown functions, with the last term on the right ofEq.( 3 .19)
now being a '- ' function since it is a result of a semi-infinite (x > 0) Fourier transform
vf the boundary conditions . Combining the above two equations leads to the Wiener-Hopf
functional equation

- 2k sin a
L+ (q) -_ (qk cos a ) - G - ( q)

If '7

-+

(Vq

2

- k 2 + '7 ) .

(3.20)

0 we recover an equivalent equation for an infinitely rigid surface.

To proceed, requires a multiplicative decomposition of the kernel
(3.21)
The exact decomposition of kernels of this form has been accomplished in earlier applications
of the Wiener-Hopf method in electromagnetics [64] and acoustics [35], using Cauchy's
second integral theorem. However, the results of the exact decomposition remain in the form
of intractable contour integrals , with a resulting complexity that limits useful interpretation
of the solution. A way to get around this is to use an asymptotic decomposit ion for the
small parameter '7

-+

0 [22], but this only applies for a perturbation from a pefectly rigid

surface , and in our case '7 is not small. We therefore approximate this kernel by one which
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can be more easily decomposed. One motivation behind the approximation is the following:
if we can find an approximate kernel K(q) which duplicates the behavior of K(q) along the
inversion contour in the complex-q plane, then the transformed (x domain) solution will be
a good approximation to the exact solution [44]. An alternative motivation arises from the
observation that the Wiener-Hopf procedure is a convolution process in the x domain. Thus,
if a substitute kernel is used which has the same area and effective width in the x domain
as does K(q) in the x domain, the result of convolution is expected to be nearly the same
[13]. In this problem we match the area plus the first three moments of K(q) which leads
to a very accurate approximate kernel K(q). Matching the moments of the transformed

K(q) effectively translates into matching the behavior of K(q) along the inversion contour
in the complex q-plane . In the homogeneous part of the wavenumber spectrum Jq J < k, the
approximate kernel is essentially without error, and there is no loss in far-field accuracy.
Details of the approximation procedure and multiplicative decomposition are presented in
Appendix B.
Upon using the decomposed approximate kernel
(3.22)

Eq.( 3.20) becomes,
(3.23)
The first term on the right of Eq.( 3.23) is decomposed additively in the manner of Chapter
2, with

R_ (q) = (

-2ksin a •
k
) K + ( k cos a)
q- cos a

(3.24)

and

2k sin a
2k sin a
R+ ( q) = ( q - k cos a ) K + (k cos a) - (q - k cos a ) K + ( q)
A

A

(3.25)

and we rewrite Eq.( 3.23) as
(3.26)
with E(q) being an entire function. The decomposed kernel takes the form

k_(q) = (q-

t\/k2 + '7 2 ) • (q-

.Jq- ikn
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kA 1 )

(q- kA2)

(3.27)

with the constants A1,A2 and parameter n defined in Appendix B .
Edge conditions are the same as those defined in Chapter 2. Thus, since
as

lql -+

oo, the '-'side of Eq .( 3.26) behaves at most as,..._,

-I

lqiT

as

iK-(q)i ,._ lql~

lql-+ oo.

The entire

function is therefore identically zero, giving

3.3

k + ( k cos Ck)

- 2k sin Ck

G_ (q ) =

(3 .28)

A

( q - k cos Ck) K _ (q)

Inversion of the diffracted field plane wave spectrum

For the inversion G_(q) back to <Pn(r,B), we follow the pathway laid out in the canonical
problem. Though this plane wave spectrum is significantly different from the one determined
in the canonical problem, they do share common features . One common feature is the pole
at q = k cos Ck, which adds a necessary correction to the geometric fields. Another is the
'-' function ~ in the canonical spectrum being replaced by

k _(q).

Thus it will b e

fruitful to rearrange the algebra here in order to use again some of the functional forms
'

established in the previous chapter for the canonical problem. The inversion integral now
takes the form
¢D ( r,

B) = X

h

P(f3)M(f3)eikr cos(/3-8) d(3 ,

(3.29)

where

X=
and

-ksina.
11'

K+(kcosl:k),

-cos~
M ( (3 ) = --=A-----=-K _ (- k cos (3)

with the inversion contour

r

(3.30)

(3 .31)

shown in Fig. 3.2.

Note that this contour is nearly the same one used in Chapter 2 (Fig. 2.4), but the
orientation of the pole at (3 =

1r -

a has changed because of our use in this case of a free

surface reflected field as ¢R·
In Eq.( 3.29) the P(f3) is the same angular spectrum determined from the canonical
problem in Chapter 2 and M(f3) is a new function defined in this thesis as the material
50

0

r

r(B)

Figure 3.2: Inversion contour f and deformed SDP contour f(O). The pole at fJ =
captured when 0 > 1r - a.

1r-

a is

function, dependent upon p, PI and H. In the canonical problem there was no material involved, because the surface was perfectly rigid. Introducing a finite impedance or "material"
modifies the canonical angular spectrum. By using a very accurate approximate kernel, we
have determined a useable form for M(fJ) which is well-behaved for 0 < Re(fJ) <

1r.

We can

also proceed with the steepest descent analysis using the angular spectrum partitioning of
Chapter 2, accordingly
(3.32)
Carrying out the inversion in this manner now gives three fields which are added coherently
to comprise ¢>v(p,O). The first field results from a SDP evaluation and is
eikr

</>vt(r,O) = (1- i).foxPt(O)M(O) n:::
V"-P

1

+ 0(--

3 )

(kr)"i

(3.33)

with a remaining part
(3.34)
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We treat the integral in Eq.( 3.34) exactly the same way as in Eq. ( 2.41). The only
difference here is that this integral yields a residue field contribution for the angular sector

B > 1r - a:, rather than for the sector 0 < 1r - a: as before . The resulting geometric fi eld is

,/..

't'geo

(r > 0) -- -21riXM(7ra:) e-ikrcos(cr+B)
•
cr
·

(3.35)

sm 2

Examining the complex amplitude for the above plane wave more closely we see that

. M(1r- a:)
- 27rtX
. a
sm 2

.
k+(kcosa)
= -21.k sm
a:
=
A

K _ ( k cos a:)

- 2iksina:
K (k cos a:)
A

(3 .36)

•

We can leave the amplitude in this form, or use the fact that the difference between K( q)
and K(q) in the homogeneous wavenumber region is at most a few percent; thus substit utin g

K(k cos a:) for K(k cos a:) we have
. M ( 1r - a:)
. o
sm
2

- 21rtX

=

- 2i k sin a:
K(k coso:)

= 1 + R(a)

(3 .37)

where R(a:) is the plane wave reflection coefficient for the locally reacting surface evaluated
at grazing angle a:. The equality in Eq. ( 3 .37) will be used in the remainder of this thesis.
The resulting geometric field has complex amplitude 1 + R(a) , where the first term cancels
the free surface reflection which exists along the entire boundary but which applies only for
x

< 0 . The second term combined with the incident field satisfies the boundary condition

for x > 0.
Continuing with the integral in Eq.( 3.34) we r ewrite P2(f3)M(f3) as
(3.38)
Usin g this expression in Eq. ( 3.34) the result from the first term is the Fresnel integr al
modified by a constant. The integral of the second bracketed term, is now well-behaved for

0 < Real ((3) < 1r, since the pole at (3 = 1r - a: is cancelled, and is evaluated using the SDP
contour. The complete inversion of Eq.( 3.34) is then

4>D2(r, 0) =

1 + R(a)
2

1(r,O; a)

(3.39)

plus

</>D3(r, 0)

= (1- £))1rxP2(0) [M(O)52

M(1r- a:) ]

e'kr
rL

vkr

1

+ 0(- -

3 ).

(kr)2

(3.40)

As in the canonical problem, the diffracted field is expressed in terms of an asymptotic
series, and an exact expression for the Fresnel integral field. In this case the Fresnel integral
field is modified by a complex amplitude factor l+~(a), which is one half the difference of the
two reflection coeffcients involved. In the canonical problem the two reflection coefficients
are -1 (free surface) and

+1 (perfectly rigid surface); their difference is 2 and the amplitude

of 1(r,8;a) is unity. The simple constant modifying 1(r,8;a) confirms the idea discussed
in Chapter 2, that the Fresnel integral field exists to smooth the transition between the two
geometrically reflected fields. Note that, except for the complex amplitude factor, 1(r,8;a)
is exactly the same form for both the canonical and finite impedance problem. However; the
introduction of finite impedance has given rise to a second cylindrically spreading component
field 4>D 3; this field together with the ci>Dl component field adds coherently with 4>D2 such
that the boundary conditions are maintained .

3.4

The diffracted field and check of the boundary conditions

Contours of equal amplitude level for c/>Dl, 4>Dz and c/>D3 are shown in Figs. 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5;
the coherent sum of c/>Dl and c/>D3 is shown in Fig. 3.6. The incident field is a monochromatic
plane wave of 50 Hz with a = 15°, with dB levels referenced to a unit amplitude incident
wave field . The material can be considered that of ice in the locally reacting approximation ,
with p 1

= .92 and

H

= 2 m.

The coherent sum of component fields which gives the total

diffracted field ci>D(r, 0) is shown in Fig. ( 3.7). The boundary condition [Eq .( 3.14)] is
satisfied to 0 (1) by the plane wave incident and free surface reflected fields, with no residues
in the integral representation of c/>D(x ,O) captured for x < 0 . The two fields resulting from
the SDP evaluation, 4>Dl and 4>D3, plus the asymptotic form of 4>D2, are in exact anti-phase
to O(t:),

t:

= 1 /~, along this boundary and thus Eq.( 3.14) is satisfied to O(t:) .

For x > 0 , y = 0 we need to take inventory of the geometric fields: the original incident
and free surface reflected fields; a field resulting from capture of a pole for x > 0, y = 0 in
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Figure 3.3: Contours of equal amplitude level for tPDl (r , 8) with a = 15°. The boundary
discontinuity at the origin is marked by the triangle, with the free surface boundary on the
left side and finite impedance surface on the right side. The distance from the origin is in
units of 10 · kr. The contour levels are in dB referenced to a unit amplitude incident wave
field.
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Figure 3.4: Contours of equal amplitude level for ¢m(r,O) with a= 15°. The boundary
discontinuity at the origin is marked by the triangle, with the free surface boundary on the
left side and finite impedance surface on the right side. The distance from the origin is in
units of 10 · kr. The contour levels are in dB referenced to a unit amplitude incident wave
field.
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Figure 3.5: Contours of equ al amplitude level for ¢vs(r,O) with a= 15°. The boundary
discon tinuity at t he origin is m a rked by t he triangle , with the free surface boundary on the
left side and fi nite impedance surface on the right side. The distance from the origin is in
units of 10 · k r. T he con tour levels are in dB referenced to a unit amplitud e incident wave
field.
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Dl+D3
Figure 3.6: Contours of equal amplitude level for the coherent sum of cPDl (r, 8) and cPD3( r, 8)
with a = 15°. The boundary discontinuity at the origin is marked by the triangle, with the
free surface boundary on the left side and finite impedance surface on the right side. The
distance from the origin is in units of 10 · kr . The contour levels are in dB referenced to a
unit amplitude incident wave field.
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PHI D
Figure 3.7: Contours of equal amplitude level for <I>D(r,B) with a= 15°. The boundary
discontinuity at the origin is marked by the triangle, with the free surface boundary on the
left side and finite impedance surface on the right side. The distance from the origin is in
units of 10 · kr. The contour levels are in dB referenced to a unit amplitude incident wave
field.
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the integral representation of '14>v(x,O) which is

'1¢v(x,O) = '7(1 + R)eihcoaa

(3.41)

and the analogous residue field in the integral representation of 8 "'ra~z,o) which is

8¢v(x,O) = iksina(1 + R)eihcoaa.

ay

(3.42)

Here R is assumed to be a function of a to simplify notation . Since the incident and
free surface reflected fields cancel, the effective boundary condition for 4>v ( x, 0), x > 0 is
Eq.( 3.17), which is satisfied by the geometric fields in Eqs.( 3.41) and ( 3.42) upon using
the identity

ik sin a(R- 1) = 'I(R + 1).

(3.43)

Thus, the geometric fields which arise from the residue contributions of 4>v balance separately.
Having satisfied Eq.( 3.17) the equivalent boundary condition to be satisfied by the SDP
fields is

8¢v(x ,O)

ay

=

-~. ( O)
x,

f'/o.yD

X

> 0.

(3.44)

For x > 0, the coherent sum of ¢Dl(x,O) and 4>vs(x,O) gives
(1 + R) (1 + i) eih + 0(-1-)
4ft sin~ .../fX
(kx)~
which is in exact anti-phase with ¢D2(x,O) as described by

(1 + R)
2

1A(r, 1r; a) .

Therefore the O(E:) behavior of 4>v vanishes along the x > 0 boundary with the leading
order behavior being 0(E:3 ). Recovery of higher order terms in 4>v(x,O) is possible but
not necessary because to strike an asymptotic balance between both sides of Eq.( 3.44)
merely requires that CJ¢~~z,O) also vanish to this same order. The normal derivative of the
cylindrically radiating diffracted field is available from the integral representation
(3.45)
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and with x > 0 the integral contour will be a semi-circle in the upper half-plane with the
net result coming from the branch line integration around the branch point of~. The
leading order behavior of this integral using the same contour as in Fig. 2.12 is 0(1 / (kx)j)
and we thus satisfy Eq .( 3.44) to O(t:) with an error of O(t:3 ).
We note that the boundary condition of Eq.( 3.44) is exactly that which applies to the
Karp-Karallemma [18] from the theory of radiation from surface wave antennas. The KarpKarallemma states that the O(t:) behavior of a radiating or space wave field must vanish over
a finite impedance surface. (One may view this as relating to "Lloyds mirror" effect [6]. We
refer to the Karp-Karal lemma because it specifically addresses our impedance boundary
condition.) In our diffraction problem the far field of ¢D (except within the transition
region) is equivalent to a radiating cylindrical wave, and we found that ¢D vanished along
the finite impedance boundary at the O(t:) level in agreement with the Karp-Karallemma.
This is in contrast with the results of Chapter 2, where the leading order behavior of ¢D was
found to be 0( t:) along the infinite impedance boundary. The main point of the Karp-Karal
lemma as applied to this diffraction problem is that, for a finite impedance boundary the
diffracted intensity decays as 1/ (kx) 3 along the boundary, while for an infinite impedance
boundary the diffracted intensity decays as 1/ (kx) 2 . This fact will be used later in Chapter
5 when we apply these results to boundaries of some finite characteristic length.

3.5

Analysis of errors originating from use of the approximate kernel

We have used an approximate kernel K(q) which sufficiently duplicated the behavior of K(q )
and, most importantly, could be decomposed into
factor

k _(q)

k _(q)

and

k + (q) .

The decomposed

became part of the diffracted field plane wave spectrum. But

has three singularities which are due to the approximating procedure.

k _(q)

also

These spurious

singularities must be accounted for if they are crossed when deforming the contour in the
SDP analysis, and we need to show that their contributions are negligible. Specifically, the

+ ry2) and (q - kAl) (as defined in Appendix B) yield residue contributions
Since i v'k 2 + '7 2 is imaginary and kA 1 is complex with positive imaginary part ,

factors (q - i.jk2
for x > 0.
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the residue fields are exponentially damped in range x. These have been evaluated and, at
their maximum value near the origin, are approximately 50 dB less than the other terms in

The factor

.Jq- kn

with n a positive integer (as defined in Appendix B) introduces

a spurious branch line integral around the branch point q = ikn. This can be evaluated
asymptotically with the behavior of the leading order term being O(e-zA:n / (kx)!). Thus,
3

even if had reported terms of O(l/ (kx)2) in cf>D(x,O), Eq.( 3.44) would not balance exactly
to this order. Here lies the distinction between the use of the approximate kernel in this
solution, and the exact solution of the canonical problem. In the canonical problem solution,
satisfying the boundary condition to 0(€) was only a result of the mathematical difficult ies
in inverting the integral; otherwise the solution is exact . With this solution, higher order
terms are in error because of the approximate kernel.
But we can say with confidence that the solution dependent upon the approximate
kernel satisfies the field equation exactly, as seen by the original integral representation
of cf>v(x,y) in Eq.( 2.9), and satisfies the boundary conditions along the planar boundary
y = 0 to

O(E), as well as the radiation condition. The field equation is the reduced wave

equation or Helmholtz equation . This is an elliptic type partial differential equation (PDE)
[36]. One property of an elliptic PDE is that a field solution is a unique one if it satisfies the
appropriate specified boundary conditions [37]; furthermore, if the boundary conditions are
satsified to O(E) the field solution is correct to O(E) [63]. That is, for an elliptic PDE, higher
order errors in satisfying the boundary condition will not propagate into the field solution.
By satisfying the boundary conditions to a sufficient degree of accuracy, we justify use of
the approximate kernel. A field solution correct to 0(€) is discussed in the next section in
the context of energy conservation.

3.6

Power balance of incident, reflected and diffracted fields

In this section we demonstrate that the total field, being the coherent sum of incident,
reflected and diffracted fields , satisfies a power balance governed by the homogeneous
Helmholtz equation. Because the fields are in steady state with harmonic time depen-
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dividing
specular reflection

Figure 3.8: Control surface 8 for determining power balance composed of sections 81,82
and 83.
dence, the energy flowing through the boundaries of an arbitrary closed surface per unit
time must be balanced by the total power supplied by sources within the closed surface.
Since there are no sound sources in this problem, we must necessarily have

Is (7} · d8 = for (l}rd8 = 0 .
Here,

(3.46)

(l} is the intensity or Poynting vector, representing energy per unit area per unit time

[37], and 8 is the closed control surface in Fig. 3.8. The power is derived by integrating
over the area 8, and in the context of our

tw~dimensional

(l}

geometry which is independent

of the z-coordinate, we interpret the result as power per unit length parallel to the z-axis.
In the process of computing the intensity we will encounter different orders of intensity
radial dependence such as 0(£0 ), 0(£ 1 ) and 0(£ 2 ), with£= lj..fk;. For example, plane
wave intensity radial dependence is 0( £0 ), and cylindrical wave intensity radial dependence
is 0(£ 2 ) . Because d8

= rd8

we have the situation where 0(£ 0 ) and 0(£ 1 ) intensity con-

tributions increase without bound when integrated from 0 to

1r

for increasing cylindrical

radius. Thus these orders must be appropriately balanced . Furthermore the 0( £2 ) intensity
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contribution gives an integrated value independent of cylindrical radius, and higher orders
of intensity radial dependence may be ignored.
The control surface 8 represents an infinite closed half cylinder (extending in and out
of the page).

The cylindrical section of the surface is divided into two sectors 81 and

8 2 , separated by the line dividing specular reflection; the planar section of the surface is
represented by 8 3 . Within each sector the reflection coefficient is R; i = 1, 2; for example,
on the left planar boundary in Fig. 3 .8 R1 equals -1 corresponding to the free surface, and
on the right planar boundary R2 equals the reflection coefficient corresponding to a locally
reacting surface evaluated at grazing angle a. For each case IR; I = 1 and ¢>T satisfies the
mixed boundary conditions, thus there is no energy flux through the planar surface 83, and
the problem reduces to determining the flux through the cylindrical surface 81

+ 82 .

The total velocity potential field is

tPT(r, 0)

= eikrcos(8-a) + R;e-ikr cos( 8+a) + tPD(r, 0) i = 1, 2

(3.47)

where the residue contribution of ¢>D is assumed to be included in the reflected fields. The
time-averaged complex intensity vector is given by [8]
0
*
*
(I}=
-awp
-(tf>T"iltPTtPT"iltPT)

4

(3.48)

where the real part of (l}, or active intensity [62], represents the radiating part of the
energy flux which is used for the power computation in Eq.( 3.46) . The imaginary part of

(l }, or reactive intensity, represents non-propagating near-field energy where the acoustic
pressure and particle velocity are out of phase, and it has no net effect on the transfer of
time-averaged energy through the closed surface 8 [50] The first step in the computation
gtves
[2ik(cos(O- a)+ cos(O +a))]
6

[2

L

Im(t/Jn)] + [¢>D "il¢>:0- t/>'D "il¢>D]

n=l

with
tPl

-ikcos(O + a)~eikr2sin8sina
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(3.49)

t/Jz

-ikcos(O _ a)R;e-iA:r2sin8sina

t/;3

V'4>veiA:rcos(8-a)

tP4

V'¢>vR;eiA:rcos(8+a)

tj;5

- s'k¢>iJ cos(O- a)e-iA:rcos(B-a)

tj;6

-ik¢>iJ cos(O + a)~e-iA:rcos(8+a) .

The first bracketed term represents the incident and specularly reflected fields and integrating these from 0 to

1r

gives zero net power. The second bracketed term includes all of

the coupled terms of the intensity vector, of which tP1 and t/Jz represent coupling between
incident and reflected fields. For these terms consider the following integral:

(3 .50)
This integral can be evaluated for an arbitrarily large cylindrical radius by stationary phase
in spite of the fact that

~

changes from -1 to R in a step-wise manner across the region

of integration , since this does not effect convergence properties of the integral [7]. The
stationary point (0 ~) for both terms is 0~ =
kr

»

1r

/2

and the result from the first term for

1 is

ik cos( -11'
2

. ..
+ a)R1 e 2'' k ram. a-s'i

{1;;
-

2kr

which happens to be the conjugate of the result of integrating the second term and therefore

h(r) is a real quantity at the O(E) level. This implies that the imaginary parts as prescribed
by Eq.( 3.49) vanish at the O(E) level which means (7) is also imaginary and there is no
active intensity. The next order in the asymptotic evaluation is 0(E3) which we will not
concern ourselves with since it vanishes with expanding cylindrical radius.
Next we examine the coupled terms denoted by

tP3 and t/Js, which represent coupling

between incident and diffracted fields, by evaluating the following integral using stationary
phase:

(3.51)
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Both terms of the integrand are continuous functions of fJ with the stationary point at
(J!

= a. Because the stationary point is away from the transition sector near

1r -

a, the

Fresnel integral part of ¢D is well approximated by its cylindrically spreading asymptotic
form, and thus we can use

V¢v(r,a) = ik¢v(r, a).

(3.52)

The result of integrating the first term is

vili

"kA. (r a)eikr-i -i (1r

s 'I'D

,

which is also the conjugate of the result of integrating the second term, and like the previous
example the imaginary parts vanish to this order, which in this case is 0(£2 ) because ¢v(r, a)
is already of 0(£) . This demonstrates that there is no coupling between the incident and
diffracted fields .
Finally,

tP4

and 1/Js, which represent coupling between the reflected and diffracted fields,

must be shown to balance in the appropriate manner. But in this case the surface integral
has a stationary phase point at 0, =

1r -

a, or the exact center of the transition region.

Stationary phase methods will not work here because the Fresnel integral part of ¢D is
rapidly varying in the transition region . To proceed , we divide the integration range from
0 to

1r

into three regions including the transition region

fs(r) =

r1r-Ot-!:J.

Jo

+

r1r
l1r - a+!:J.

+

r

J2t:J.

(1/14

+ 1/Js)rdO

(3.53)

where the last integral is over the transition region and .6. is some small angular increment.
From Eq. ( 2.46) and using the small angle approximation, we see that
t':l,...., 3.55

(3 .54)

- ..;2b- "

For now , we assume .6. is sufficiently large enough such that the first two integrals a re
outside the transition region and all component fields of ¢D are cylindrically spreading,

i.e., 1(r, 0; a) =1 A(r, 0; a) for the ¢D2 component field . Because the first two integrals are
outside the transition region , there is no stationary point and the asymptotic method which
now applies is integration by parts [7]. Thus, for example, we have
f1r-a- !:J.

lo

t/J rdO,...., -~v(r, fJ)Ri eikrcos(8+a) 11r-o.-!:J.
4

rsm(O +a)
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0

(3.55)

The method of integration by parts is not valid if we come too close to the line dividing
specular reflection at (}

= ·1r -

a. But with sufficiently large A this is not a problem, and

the net asymptotic evaluation of the first two integrals in Eq.( 3.53) is 0(E:3 ).
We can get an idea of the intensity radial dependence and subsequent power balance
within the transition region by examining the behavior of the intensity vector on both sides
of the line dividing specular reflection at (}

= 1r -

a, or the exact center of the transition

region. Precisely along this line, the cylindrically spreading component fields </>D1 and </>vs
vanish and the diffracted field is governed entirely by the Fresnel integral functional form .
Using the properties of l(r,8;a) presented in Chapter 2, and setting R1 = - 1 and R2 = R
for clarity, we have
-ik( R

+ 1 ) eikr(l+cos(!r- 6})
2

ik( R*

(3 .56)

+ 1 ) cos(1r- 8)e-'kr(l+
.
cos(7r-6))
2

on the (} =

1r -

a - 8 side of the line, and

(3.57)

on the (} =

1r -

a

+ 8 side of the

line. In the limit of vanishingly small 8, the integral over

this incremental area is
rlr-a+6

},._a_ (tP4 + t/Js)rdB = -2ik(Real(R) + 1) dS
6

where the incremental area dS

= 2r8.

(3 .58)

Upon using Eq.( 3.48) the value of the coupled

intensity vector across this incremental area is

(1)4,6 = -wpok(Real(R) + 1)

(3.59)

We note that this intensity vector is real across the incremental area, and is of 0 ( E:0 ) or of
plane wave-like radial dependence .
So far we have computed the equivalent intensity vector for the first two bracketed terms
in Eq.( 3.49), and have carried out the integration prescribed in Eq.( 3.46) for an arbitrarily
large cylindrical radius. With the exception of the transition region of angular width 2.6. ,
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the results derived asymptotically for kr

»

1 showed that the orders of intensity radial

dependence to be appropriately balanced when integrated. In other words, we found no left
over 0(E 0 ) or 0(E1 ) intensity radial dependence. Within the transition region the power
remains unbalanced, however, with the intensity radial dependence being 0( € 0 ) in the exact
center of this region.
We have yet to examine the intensity vector due to the purely diffracted field described
by the last bracketed term in Eq.( 3.49) . Inside the transition region the diffracted field
will also be rapidly varying and so will be examined in the same manner. Specifically,
ci>D v cl>*v - cl>*v v ci>D

'"V

-ik(Real(R)

+ 1)

(3.60)

on either side of the line dividing specular reflection. Thus in the limit of vanishingly small

8 the total diffracted power transferred across this same incremental area is
iwpo 1?r-a+6
(¢>DV¢>iJ-¢>iJV¢>D)rd0=.5 wpok(Real(R)+1) dS
4
1r-a-6

(3.61)

with the diffracted intensity vector across this incremental area being
(i)D = .5wpok(Real(R)

+ 1).

(3.62)

The intensity vector due to the diffracted field is of the same order as that found for the
combination of coupled fields

tP4

and t/Js [Eq.( 3.59)], but is half the value and points in

t he opposite direction. The power is not balanced exactly since we have only looked at one
incremental element of the rapidly varying transition region. Entering the next incremental
element will give another relation between the coupled and diffracted intensity vectors; a
relation which is not simple because the diffracted field behavior is now tied to the complex
error function as discussed in Chapter 2. Nevertheless, if we plot the intensity vector
corresponding to the purely diffracted field and the intensity vector corresponding to the
combination of coupled fields

tP•

and t/Js (Fig. 3.9), we observe that the areas under the

two curves cancel (this has been confirmed by numerical integration with the two integrals
cancelling within a fraction of a percent). Figure 3.9 also confirms our arguments leading
to Eqs.( 3.59) and ( 3.62). Since the two integrals represented by the figure cancel, the
power transferred within the transition region is also balanced.
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Figure 3.9: Behavior of coupled intensity vector (7)4,6 (dashed line) and diffracted intensity
vector (l) D (solid line) within the transition region with the intensity values normalized
for clarity. The example is from the canonical diffraction problem where R1 = -1, R2 = 1
and a: = 35°, with kr = 100,000 which sets the transition range angular width to be ~ 1°,
centered at the specular field angle = 135°.
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Now the entire 0 to

1r

integration range over the cylindrical surface has been balanced

m terms of integrated intensity. But this balance was achieved without regard to the
contribution of the diffracted field outside the transition region. Outside the transition
region the diffracted field is cylindrically spreading and the net integrated intensity or
power will be independent of cylindrical radius. Let us call the power contribution from
this integration Tiv . But the original conservation law as expressed by Eq.( 3.46) must still
hold. Therefore we attribute the value of Tiv to an equivalent reduction in the specularly
reflected radiated power Tin, such that the overall power balance becomes
(3.63)
where TI1 is the incident power and TIR is the now reduced specularly reflected power.
There remains one final practical matter regarding the computation of Tiv . Since the
power computation is outside the transition region we define formally that
Tiv =

lo

0

tr-a-t:.

+

11r
tr-a+t:.

(Fv)rdO

(3 .64)

where (Fv) is the diffracted intensity computed from cPD, and we employ the asymptotic
evaluation 1(r,8; a) for the cPD2 component field, which is valid outside the transition region .
But the transition region angular width 2A decreases with 1/~, and in this sense our
intensity integration does depend on cylindrical radius. This kr-dependence can be thought
of as due to power contributions from coupled terms which have not decayed sufficiently for
their influence on Tiv to be negligible. Recall though, that we have already demonstrated
analytically, in the asymptotic kr --... oo limit, that the coupled power contributions will
either vanish, or be exactly balanced as is the case within the transition region, and thus
do not contribute to the net power.
The progressive decay of the coupled terms is shown in the following four plots which
give the far field amplitude level of lc/Jv(r,OW. The solid line uses the exact evaluation
of 1(r,O;a) for the cPD2(r,8) component field, and the dashed line uses the asymptotic
evaluation 1 A(r, 0; a) [Eq.( 2.45)] which has cylindrical spreading. Each plot has a 40 dB
range, with the 0 dB point referenced to the maximum value of the diffracted field which is

IR(~)+l l

and always occurs along the line dividing specular reflection. Two examples of the
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locally reacting ice boundary condition are given with H

=

2 m , pz

= .92 and

frequency

of 50 Hz. In the first (Fig. 3.10) a = 15° giving

1+ R
20log 1--1
2

= - 19.71

(3.65)

in dB which is considered the 0 db point; in the second (Fig. 3.11) a = 45° and therefore
- 12 dB is considered the 0 dB point. The third and fourth examples (Figs. 3.12 and 3.1 3)
are from the canonical problem; here the maximum value will always be 0 dB because
R is unity for all a. For increasing kr the asymptotic evaluation merges with the exact

evaluation. For example, at kr = 10,000 the two evaluations are the same except within
the approximately 2° transition region.
The merging of the two evaluations indicate that the coupled terms have decayed sufficiently via destructive interference , such that a good measure of TID is available by integrating the cylindrically spreading diffracted field which depends on use of the asymptotic form

1 A(r,O; a). The integration is made up to, but not including the transition region . The
transition region and the cylindrically spreading region outside (or slowly varying shadow
region), are analogous to the Fresnel and Fraunhofer far field diffraction regions in acoustic
scattering from fini te objects [58] . Thus, the integration range expressed in Eq.( 3.64) is
equivalent to integrating over the Fraunhofer far field region, and we will carry out this integration at sufficiently large kr such that the Fraunhofer far field region encompasses all but
approximately 1° of angular space . The integral is evaluated numerically using Simpson 's
rule; convergence issues and numerical error do not pose a problem because the integrand
is smoothly varying . The result TID is interpreted as the amount of power removed from
the specularly reflected field .
Some representative values of TID are shown in Fig. 3.14. Included for comparison are
the equivalent values for total diffracted power from a free surface coupled to a perfectly
rigid surface, or the infinite impedance case, as worked out in Chapter 2. The values are
presented in terms of 10 log TID in dB, referenced to the maximum power level which occurs
for the infinite impedance case at 1 Hz in these examples. (Note that TID does not depend
on grazing angle a for the infinite impedance case.) There are some evident trends , for
example, a linear dependence of

nD

on frequency for the finite impedance surface. These
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Figure 3.10: Far field amplitude level of J¢v(r,O)j2 for a= 15°, and locally reacting boundary condititon , at fixed kr. bottom: kr = 100, middle: k r = 1000, top: kr = 10000. Solid
line uses exact evaluation of 1(r, 8; a), dashed line uses asymptotic evaluation 1 A(r, 8; a) .
Dotted semi-circle represents the 20 dB down point from the maximum level.
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Figure 3.11: Far field amplitude level of I4>D(r,O)j 2 for a= 45°, and locally reacting boundary condititon, at fixed kr. bottom: kr = 100, middle: kr = 1000, top: kr = 10000. Solid
line uses exact evaluation of 1(r, 0; a), dashed line uses asymptotic evaluation 1 A(r, 0; a).
Dotted semi-circle represents the 20 dB down point from the maximum level.
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Figure 3.12: Far field amplitude level of I4>D(r,8)12 from the canonical problem for a= 15°,
at fixed kr. bottom: kr = 100, middle: kr = 1000, top: kr = 10000. Solid line uses
exact evaluation of 1(r, 8; a), dashed line uses asymptotic evaluation 1 A(r, 8; a) . Dotted
semi-circle represents the 20 dB down point from the maximum level.
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Figure 3.13: Far field amplitude level of i4>D(r,9)12 from the canonical problem for a= 45°,
at fixed kr. bottom : kr = 100, middle kr = 1000, top: kr = 10000. Solid line uses
exact evaluation of 1(r,9;a), dashed line uses asymptotic evaluation 1A(r,9;a). Dotted
semi-circle represents the 20 dB down point from the maximum level.
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Figure 3.14: Values of 10logiiv in dB for 1, 10 and 100Hz with H =1m. The dB levels
are referenced to the infinite impedance case at 1 Hz {0 dB).
are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4, where we present a. more complete analysis of
Ilv in terms of varying ice and acoustic parameters.
The curious fact that Ilv increases with frequency in the finite impedance case and
decreases with frequency in the infinite impedance (canonical problem) case, has a simple
explanation. For the infinite impedance case , R is unity for all grazing angles and frequencies. Therefore the far field amplitude levels presented in this chapter and the contour plots
presented in Chapter 2 are independent of frequency; a. plot at kr

= 1000 looks the same

whether the incident wave is 10Hz or 1000Hz. Thus, for example, if the diffracted pressure
field is proportional to F( 8)

ji; then the relation for diffracted power is
{3.66)

and in the limit of k

-+

oo , IIv must approach zero in accordance with geometric optics.

On the other hand, for the case of finite , locally reacting impedance, R is a function
of both grazing angle and frequency. Since Zin = -iwp1H, the ice appears 'harder' with
increasing frequency, and presents a sharper contrast with the free surface from which to
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launch a diffracted field. But we cannot, of course, continue this analysis with ever increasing
frequency for the ice model because we run into issues of a non-locally reacting impedance
and double diffraction [53]. (The latter is due to the scatter from the bottom edge and
rescatter from the nearby top edge of a plate of thickness H.) If we could continue the
analysis with increasing frequency, for example, by assuming the surface consists of a thin
film with locally reacting surface impedance independent of frequency, the total diffracted
power would eventually vanish as k

3.7

-->

oo in accordance with geometric optics.

Summary

We began this chapter with arguments for using a locally reacting boundary condition pertaining to a layer of sea ice and low-frequency acoustics. In this formulation, we ignore the
part of the ice input impedance due to flexural rigidity, and as a consequence features of
elastics wave propagation such as the flexural wave are ignored in computing the diffracted
field. Using this boundary condition a coupled half-plane diffraction problem was solved,
which serves as a model for the ice lead diffraction process. The solution used an approximate kernel in the Wiener-Hopf functional equation, which allowed us to proceed to a
complete and interpretable solution. The solution is expressed in terms of the canonical
angular spectrum P(/3) which is independent of any material properties, being multiplied
by the material function M(/3). The material function is derived from multiplicative decomposition of the approximate kernel.
The solution satisfies the field equation exactly and the mixed boundary conditons to
0(£), and thus the field solution is correct to 0(£) with an error of 0(£3 ) . A power balance
for the total field was demonstrated, with the total field being the coherent sum of incident,
reflected and diffracted fields . This balance confirmed the interpretation that the diffracted
field power Ilv, modified reflected field power ITR, and incident field power IT1, must sum
to zero, and thus Ilv is the amount of power removed from the reflected field .
In the next chapter we compare this solution based on the locally reacting impedance
approximation to one that includes the effects of elasticity in the ice.
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Chapter 4

Diffraction problem with extended
reaction boundary condition
The results of Chapter 2 gave the exact solution of a plane wave incident upon two coupled
half-planes, one characterized by the Dirichlet or free surface boundary condition, equivalent
to a surface with zero input impedance, the other characterized by the Neumann boundary
condition, equivalent to a surface with infinite input impedance. In Chapter 3 the infinite
impedance was replaced by a finite, locally reacting impedance of the form Zin = -iwp 1 H.
This was shown to be a good approximation to the ice input impedance for frequencies low
enough such that the interior fields in the ice could be ignored. The infinite impedance
corresponds to a perfectly rigid surface and the finite impedance corresponds to a surface
which responds to local pressure, but with an impedance due only to an inertial term. In
both cases the impedance is independent of the spatial distribution of the incident pressure
field, which is equivalent to Zin being independent of horizontal wavenumber.
This chapter now extends the solution to the case where it is possible for the ice input
impedance to be a function of both horizontal wavenumber q and frequency w

(4.1)
The additional dependence of Zin on the horizontal wavenumber is known as extended
reaction [57]. Extended reaction in our problem is a result of including the elastic properties
of ice in the calculation of Zin· Thus, in this chapter we derive a complete solution of
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a plane wave incident upon a semi-infinite elastic plate, which, unlike the case of local
reaction, incorporates elements of elastic wave propagation. With this solution we have a
more accurate base from which to examine the ice lead diffraction process, and compare
our earlier results based on the local reaction approximation.

4.1

Discussion of the thin plate equation

Before proceeding, we return to a more detailed discussion of the thin plate equation as
it applies to a floating ice sheet. It is important to emphasize and clarify here exactly
what properties of elastic wave propagation in the ice are included and what properties
are ignored, when the thin plate equation is used to describe the state of vibration in the
boundary plate material.
The response of the ice sheet to acoustic excitation from water can vary anywhere
between the behavior of a thick layer to the behavior of a thin film, depending on the
frequency-thickness product

I H . (We work with I H here instead of the usual kH in order

to more clearly demonstrate the dependence of Zin on frequency and ice thickness .) For
example, let us fix the ice thickness at 3 m and examine Zin as the frequency decreases
starting at 1000Hz (! H = 3000), using the typical sea ice properties listed in Chapter 3.
At 1000 Hz (Fig . 4.1 top) the ice is sufficiently thick enough to support interior modes. The
input impedance undergoes rapid change at wavenumbers which match the phase speeds

I H = 3000 is strongly dependent upon the

of these interior trapped modes . Thus Zin at

horizontal wavenumber of excitation, and computation of

Zin

depends on the additional

complexity of exact elasticity theory, computed here using the Thomson-Haskell matrix

IZinl is relatively constant in the homogeneous
approximately equal to I - iwp2HI except for the rapid

representation. At 100Hz (Fig. 4.1 middle)
wavenumber region (q f k < 1) and

change near 62° which is due to the longitudinal or symmetric Lamb mode. Note that
the longitudinal wavenumber, which is a root of Eq.( 3.3), is complex with an equivalent
grazing or Mach angle

~

62°. Further out into the inhomogeneous spectrum (q f k > 1),

IZin I goes through a zero corresponding to a flexural wave in the free ice plate with in vacuo
wavenumber kJ. The input impedance at

IH

= 300 is accurately described by the parallel
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addition of

z_ and z_, which are the wave impedances of the first two fundamental modes

of the Rayleigh-Lamb equations alluded to in Chapter 3, such that
1

1

1

=+z_
Zin
Z_

(4.2)

An important distinction between the 1000 Hz and 100Hz cases is that the former lies
above the coincidence frequency and the latter lies below the coincidence frequency, defined
by [62]

{4.3)
and using typical ice parameters is equivalent to fc ~ 375/ H with H in m and fc in Hz.
The coincidence frequency represents the frequency above which the free plate flexural wave
phase speed becomes supersonic with respect to the ambient medium. This is evident in
the 1000 Hz case where IZin l increases monotonically in the inhomogeneous region of the
wavenumber spectrum, and all trapped modes are confined to the homogeneous region,
whereas in the 100 Hz case IZin l passes through one final zero in the inhomogeneous region
before starting its monotonic increase. A useful interpretation of the coincidence frequency
for our purposes, is that

/c

represents the frequency above which higher order modal solu-

tions of the Rayleigh-Lamb equations are admitted.
Finally, at 10 Hz the input impedance is nearly exactly liwp 1HI well into the inhomogeneous spectrum, except for a small perturbation due to the longitudinal wave which remains
near the point arccos l ~ 62°. The longitudinal wave can be viewed as non-dispersive for
our purposes, being nearly independent of /H. This is because it is more a function of the
bulk elastic properties of the plate material. The longitudinal wave impedance
large in this

z_

becomes

f H range, and therefore its reciprocal has the appearance of a perturbation.

This is in contrast to the free plate flexural wavenumber which has moved out further into
the inhomogeneous spectrum, but remains a prominent feature of input impedance. The
flexural wave is dispersive and characteristic of the bending stiffness of the plate material
which in turn depends on

f H. The f H value is now low enough for the thin plate

equ~

tion to describe the state of vibration of the ice sheet surface. In other words, Eq.( 3.10)
can be used in place of Eq.( 3.4) to determine the flexural wavenumber. It is convent ional
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Figure 4.1: Magnitude of input impedance JZ;n(q) J. top : I H = 3000, middle: I H = 300,
bottom: I H = 30. Horizontal axis for each case is normalized horizontal wavenumber (q j k)
which corresponds to the cosine of the equivalent grazing angle.
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to use the simpler plate equation to describe the dynamics of a thin plate and associated
Zin

when the frequency is sufficiently low. Using typical ice parameters, accurate determi-

nation of the flexural wavenumber based on the thin plate equation has been verified for

1H :S

150 [68]. This value thus defines exactly what we mean by low-frequency diffraction

from semi-infinite elastic ice.
Accurate prediction of the flexural wavenumber, however, does not mean the longitudinal wave has disappeared altogether; this would be equivalent to assuming

z_ (q)

is

infinitely large and thus having no impact in Eq.( 4.3). We have seen that ignoring the
longitudinal wave is a good approximation for lower frequencies. Although, if either plane
wave excitation corresponding to the critical grazing angle of the longitudinal wave (:::; 62°) ,
or the excitation is from an in-plane force due to a source within the ice, the finiteness of

z_(q) would become important [48]. But for the ice lead diffraction process, in the context
of long range acoustic propagation, the excitation will be from plane waves coming from
the ambient medium with grazing angles

:S 20°, and we are not concerned with sources

within the ice. Therefore, the original excitation does not contain spatial harmonics which
violate the condition

IZ- (q) I » IZ-( q) I, a necessary condition for igr.oring the longitudinal

wave. Thus we do ignore certain elements of elastic wave propagation in the ice when the
ice response is characterized by the thin plate equation. But, when

I H :S1s0, the only

element ignored is the longitudinal wave which is of negligible importance, and the more
important flexural wave remains fully characterized.

4.1.1

Fluid loading

Let us examine the thin plate equation under the kind of forcing conditions expected in the
diffraction process, with
(4.4)
The forcing term on the right is the pressure from the acoustic field below the ice sheet .
The vertical displacement of the ice surface, U(x), is coupled to an external sound field
supported by the fluid below the ice surface, which is the fluid loading . In this case we
have a distributed , one-sided (because of the vacuum on one side) load from the plane wave
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excitation. The plane wave excitation means the spatial distribution of the loading has a
single Fourier component , where, for example, an acoustic source under the ice presents a
linear superposition of such components. Because pressure is proportional to density, one
way to quantify fluid loading is the through the density of the ambient medium p. Thus, air
with p ~ 1 kg j m 3 could be considered light fluid loading and water with p ~ 1000 kgf m 3
could be considered heavy fluid loading. But the loading must also take into account the
spatial scale of excitation and the plate mass. A common parametric description of the
loading which includes these factors is [27]
p 1
Pl kH

{4.5)

ft=--

which is a measure of the mass of fluid within one acoustic wavelength of the plate compared
to the mass of the plate. For

ft

«

1 we have light fluid loading typical of problems found

in aerodynamic applications.
Using the thin plate equation to characterize elastic effects, the solution of a plane wave
incident upon a semi-infinite elastic plate in the asymptotic light loading limit was first
demonstrated in [46], with an alternative solution given in [12]. An essential step in the
solutions is the decomposition of the Wiener-Hopf kernel, which in this case is achieved
asymptotically in the limit of

ft -+

0 . For frequencies below coincidence, the solutions

include a coupled flexural wave propagating along the plate and assuming the form
{4.6)
with complex amplitude A and flexural wavenumber ktL· Since these solutions apply in
the limit

ft-+

0 , the wavenumber ktL is a perturbation from the in vacuo wavenumber k1.

The phase velocity of the flexural wave is subsonic (ktL > k) and the associated pressure
field decays exponentially in the y-direction. The equivalent loading parameter, however ,
for the case of an ice plate ensonified at a frequency of 50 Hz is

£1 ~

5/ H, with H the ice

thickness in m. This is never a small parameter under realistic conditions , and therefore
these solutions do not apply to the problem of low-frequency diffraction from an ice lead.
The other extreme is the asymptotic limit of heavy fluid loading limit and low frequency.
A parameter known as the int rinsic fluid loading parameter [21], denoted here as
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f 2,

gives

a measure of the fluid loading at the coincidence frequency, with

(4.7)
As such, it is independent offrequency and plate thickness, and depends only on the physical
properties of the plate material and ambient medium. For a steel plate immersed in water
€ 2 ::::::

.13, and for an ice sheet

€2

::::::.61, and thus the degree of fluid-structure coupling for the

ice/ water system is greater than that for the steel/water system. But we cannot consider
the issue of "heavy" fluid loading until frequency and plate thickness are introduced. In
other words, we must view the degree of fluid loading as how much the fluid-loaded flexural
wavenumber , denoted here as kf, differs from the corresponding in vacuo wavenumber kf .
For example , one finds that the relative difference (kJ- kJ)fkJ, for problems involving
em-thick steel will typically be much greater than that for m-thick ice. Use of a second
parameter in the form of a Mach number

(4.8)
characterizes this property, and the heavy fluid loading, low-frequency regime is defined in
[21] by the double limit
M
N=-«1.
€2

(4.9)

The solution of a plane wave incident upon a semi-infinite elastic plate in the asymptotic
heavy fluid loading, low-frequency limit is presented in [21,11]. As in the light fluid loading
limit , the decomposition of the Wiener-Hop£ kernel is achieved asymptotically, here in the
limit N

--+

0. (In reference [11] an alternative loading parameter is used in the asymptotic

decomposition). Part of this solution consists of a coupled flexural wave assuming the form

(4.10)
Here, kJH is the low-frequency asymptotic limit of the flexural wavenumber with

(4.11)
and since kJH > k the associated field also decays exponentially in they-direction .
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The solution for heavy fluid loading at low-frequency is slightly more akin to our problem
of sea ice and low-frequency acoustics, provided f H :;_ 1. But for the more interesting cases
of m-thick ice and frequencies

2: 10Hz, N = 0(1), and we are clearly not in this asymptotic

regime. (Note that one may also view the heavy fluid loading, low-frequency regime as
satisfying the parametric range 1/tl
and frequencies

«

1. But t1 remains an 0(1) quantity form-thick ice

2: 10 Hz). Thus the fluid loading pertaining to sea ice and low-frequency

acoustics cannot be characterized by simplifying heavy or light fluid loading limits; it lies
somewhere between these limits.
In the next section we solve the diffraction problem with fluid loading pertaining to
sea ice and low-frequency acoustics. Our problem will differ from those mentioned above
not only in the fluid loading characteristics, but also in geometry since we are examining
diffraction from two coupled half-planes, one being the free surface and the other being
the elastic surface. But the crux of the problem will again lie in the decomposition of the
Wiener-Hopf kernel. In this case, though, we employ a new approximate kernel built upon
the framework of Chapter 3. This new kernel is not only valid in the 'mid-range' fluid
loading regime, but duplicates the reported asymptotic heavy fluid loading, low-frequency
limiting behavior of the kernel decompositions described in [21,11].

4.2

Solution of extended reaction diffraction problem

In this section we solve the problem of a monochromatic plane wave with grazing angle
a incident upon two coupled half-planes, one representing a free surface and the other

representing an elastic plate. The plate parameters and fluid loading conditions represent
those found in the low-frequency ice lead diffraction process. The notation and problem
geometry are the same as before, with additional notation introduced as necessary. The
problem geometry is shown again in Fig. 4.2 giving the orientation of the plate displacement
field U(x). Note that the ambient medium lies above the planar boundary y = 0 with
vacuum below , in order to be consistent with a more suitable display of the diffracted field .
The plane wave is incident upon a surface with the following mixed boundary condit ions

¢T(x,0) = 0 x < 0
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(4.12)

Figure 4.2: Exaggerated view of plate displacement U(x) in the positive y-direction; field
coordinate system is the same as in Chapters 2 and 3.
and
(4 .13)
As before, the total velocity potential field <h: is composed of an incident, reflected, and

diffracted field, with the reflected field originating from either of the semi-infinite planar
boundaries . In this particular case the algebra is greatly simplified if we choose a reflected
field originating from the free surface; this also maintains a parallel development with the
results from Chapter 3. In using a free surface reflected field, the incident and reflected
fields cancel along the boundary and thus we replace <h: by

tPD

along the boundary. The

relation between the total velocity potential and the flexural wave displacement is

iwU(x) =

:!1 <h:(x,O)

(4 .14)

giving

U(x)

= -i ~t/>D(x, O)- 2ksino: eikzcou.
w ay
w

(4 .15)

Finally, with use of Eq.( 3.11) the boundary conditions become

ti>D(x,O) = 0 x < 0
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(4 .16)

and
d4

w2p

dx 4 4>v 11 (x,O)-k}<f>v 11 (x,O)+B<f>D(x,O) =2iksina[(kcosa) 4 -k}]il:zcoeo x > 0 (4.17)
where the partial derivative with respect to they-coordinate is now denoted by the subscript
y to simplify notation.

Applying the semi-infinite Fourier transform method (Jones's Method) to the boundary
conditions we find for the x < 0 condition that

G(q) = G_ (q)

(4.18)

since G+(q) = 0. For the x > 0 condition we utilize the following definition, consistent with
t he L+ (q) used in Chapter 3
(4.19)
and therefore
(4.20)
where N(q) is a polynomial in q which arises from the differentiation property of Fourier
and Laplace transforms [36], with
(4.21)
The coefficients of N(q) are constants, for example,

<f>n11zzz = 4>n 11 zzz(o+,o)

(4.22)

with o+ indicating the elastic plate (x > 0) side of the origin. The coefficients depend on
the boun dary condition of U ( x) at x = o+; specifically, if the plate edge is free to move, and
n ot hinged or fixed in any way such as in the case of an open ice lead, then the total force
and moment must vanish at x = o+. These are the so-called free end boundary conditions,
requiring [36]
(4.23)
With u se of Eq.( 4.15), we find two of the coefficients

4>v 11 zzz = 2ksin a(kcosa) 3
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( 4.24)

and
(4.25)
The coefficients -i¢v 11 and ¢D 11: remain unknown at this point and will be referred to as
c1 and c2, respectively, giving
(4.26)
with
D 1 = 2k sin a(k cos a) 2

D2 = -2k sin a(k cos a) 8 .

The complete Fourier transform of the x > 0 boundary condition is thus
q4 L_(q)

2ksina[(kcosa) 4 - kJ]
(
k
)
q- cos a

w 2p

+ N(q)- k 14 L_(q) + -B G_(q) =

(4.27)

with the term on the right side considered a,_, function since it is a result of a semi-infinite
(x > 0) Fourier transform. In order to proceed we need to express L_(q) in terms of L +(q)

and other ,_,functions. For this we observe that

giving
( 4.29)
With this substitution, Eq.( 4.27) becomes
2ksina[(kcosa) 4 -k}J
w2p . /
-(q -kJ)L+(q)+N(q) =
(
k
)
- G-(q)[-B - yq2- k2(q 4 -k})]. (4.30)
q - cos a
4

Finally, to maintain a parallel development with Chapter 3, we observe that
w2p- pk} -

k4

B - PtH- '1 f
and write Eq.( 4.30) as
(q4 - k4) L+(q) - N(q) =
-0
f
kJ
k}
( q - k cos a)

with

+G

( )(- / 2- k2
- q Vq

2ksina[(kcosa) 4

0=

4

k,
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-

k}]

+ '1

q4..jq2- k2)
k}

(4.31)

(4.32)

Equation( 4.31) is the Wiener-Hopf functional equation. It is similar to the ones developed
for the asymptotic light and heavy fluid loading cases and single half-plane boundary, with
common feature being the kernel
(4.33)
It is interesting to see how the Wiener-Hopffunctional equation changes when the elastic

properties of the ice plate are removed. For this we set the Lame constant, or shear modulus
J..l., equal to zero, which puts

E equal to zero and kt becomes infinite. In this limiting case

Eq.( 4.31) becomes

L+(q) = (

-2 ksina
k
) - G_(q)(
q- cos a

Jq2 _ k2 + '7)

(4.34)

which is the same as Eq.( 3.20). It appears that the thin plate equation is a natural link to
the local reacting approximation, with the effects of elasticity removed in the latter.

4.2.1

Recovery of G_(q)

We are now at the crux of this problem, which is the issue of decomposing the kernel
when a fluid loading parameter cannot be made small, i.e., extreme light or heavy fluid
loading. Earlier we used an approximate kernel because decomposition of the exact kernel
seriously restricts interpretation and utility of the final solution. Inclusion of elastic effects
now compounds the kernel decomposition issue, such that an exact decomposition with its
attendant complexity is feasible only through a perturbation from either the asymptotic
light or heavy fluid loading limits. As before, we will employ an approximate kernel, but in
this case it must track the more complicated behavior of the exact kernel.
Writing the kernel as
(4.35)
we see that if '7 = 0, a root of the kernel is kt. The kernel is the characteristic equation
for the modes of the thin elastic plate/water system; if '7 = 0 there is no fluid loading and

in vacuo dynamics govern the problem. For '7

#

0, the roots of the kernel must be found

numerically, which we do using the Newton-Raphson method [36], starting the iteration
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from k 1 as a "seed" value. It is emphasized here, that there exist only two significant or
real roots to the bracketed factor in Eq.( 4.35) [20], and these will be called ±I:,, which
relate to the undamped, subsonic flexural wave. In the limit of w

-+

0 the roots can be

determined algebraically from Eq.( 4.11).
We now focus on the bracketed factor in Eq.( 4.35) which houses the problem in the
kernel decomposition. If we allow kt to become infinite, such as in a limp plate, we have
the same factor as the one already successfully approximated in Chapter 3. Let us call this
form k(q) , as in Appendix B, where
(4.36)
Now observe that k(q) · (1 -

fi) shares the same moments (through the third moment) as
I

the bracketed term. In other words, if the bracketed term is k1(q), then
(4.37)
evaluated at q = 0 form= 0 through 3. This stems from the moment generating relationship
between transformed quantities . Thus we can approximate the bracketed term by k(q) · (1 -

~) to the same accuracy existing in the approximation for the local reacting case of Chapter
I

3. The details pertaining to this approximation, and a comparison with one of the known
asymptotic kernel decompositions, are given in Appendix C.
An essential feature of our approximate kernel in this case is that it shares the same
real root

±I:,. Other roots from the exact kernel are not retained ; but these depend en-

tirely upon the branch cut configuration in the root finding procedure, and would relate
to non-propagating, evanescent waves , of no physical significance. We also agree that two
additional, and entirely spurious, roots have been introduced these being ±ii:1 . But these
roots belong to the same class as the excluded roots whose residue contributions are exponentially small. We show later in the inversion that residue fields corresponding to the

±iTc1

roots are always severely exponentially damped . Finally, the creation of spurious roots is
not a property isolated to our approximate kernel method. The asymptotic decompostion
method will also introduce its own set of spurious roots [11].
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Upon using the decomposed approximate kernel
(4.38)
the Wiener-Hopf equation becomes

(q•-

kj)L+k~q) k+(q)- Nk~q)
k+(q) + ( ~
)k+(q) =
f
q- cos a

G_(q)K-(q).

(4.39)

1

An additive decomposition of the last term on the left gives two terms analogous to
Eqs.( 3.24) and ( 3.25), these being

R_(q) = OK+(kcosa)
(q- k cos a)

{4.40)

-nk+(kcosa)
ok+(q)
( q - k cos a) + ( q - k cos a)'

(4.41)

and

R+ ( q) =

Using the above, Eq.( 4.39) assumes the form

where E(q) is an entire function. Note that the polynomials (q•- k}) and N(q) are analytic
in the entire finite complex q-plane , and we can regard these as 'neutral' in terms of their
'+'or '-'classification.
The decomposed kernel assumes the form

These are very similar to the k_ and k+ decompositions employed in the local reacting
problem [Eq.( 3.27)], for example, the constants A 1 and Az are different here but perform
a similar role. The ei'i factor is necessary to preserve the property of evenness [59] in the
approximate kernel, this being

(4.44)
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Strictly speaking, t he ei-1 factor should also be included in Eq.( 3.27), but it cancels out
when the decomposed kernel is implemented in the inversion; this will not be the case here,
however. The parameter

r1

= (TcJikJ )''is used to insure proper behavior of K(q) as q -too.

We are now ready to determine the nature of the entire function. Examining the '-'
side of Eq.( 4.42) we have

and for the '+' side we have

where in G_ and L+, we have used the asymptotic properties established in Chapter 2.
Taking into account the polynomials (q 4 - kJ) and N(q),....,

lql 3 , and the fact that v

~ 0, we

construct the combined '-'and '+'functions which have the property

Thus, the explicit version of Liouville's theorem stated in Chapter 2 tells us that E(q) is a
polynomial of degree 1 or less, giving
(4.45)
The constants eo and e1 will be determined later, but for now we may write

ok+ (k cos a)

1
K _ ( q)

G_(q) = -A-[eo+ e1q + (
4.2.2

q-

k

cos a

) ].

( 4.46)

Determination of e0 and e 1

The constants eo and e1 which originate from the behavior of the entire function, are now
resolved together with the unknowns q and

c2

contained in N(q). The four equations

necessary to resolve the four unknowns are derived by removing the so-called apparent
singularities [11,21]. Examining the '+'side of Eq.( 4.42) we find that
(4.47)
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The function L+ thus has singularities at ±kJ and ±ikJ; but k1 and ik1 lie in the upper
half-plane where L+ is supposed to remain analytic. (Recall from Chapter Two, that L + is
analytic for I m( q) > - k2.) The removal of these singularities creates two equations

(4.48)
Two more equations are derived from Eq.( 4.27) in the same manner . Here L_ has singularities at -kf and -ikJ which lie in the lower half-plane where£_ is supposed to remain
analytic. (L _, like G _, is analytic for Im(q) < k2.) The removal of these singularities
creates the additional two equations
2ksina[(kcosa) 4 - kJ J
(

q-

k

COSO

)

-

N(q)-

4

rJk1 G_(q) = 0

q=

-k1 , -ik1 .

(4.49)

Now let the four unknowns form a column vector .f. with

eo
( 4.50)

_f.=

and the coefficients of these unknowns form the coefficient matrix A, such that

A .f. = Q..

(4.51)

The column vector Q depends upon the end boundary conditions for the elastic plate which
in our case are the aforementioned free end boundary conditions.
The unknowns are resolved through
(4.52)
with

A=

1

k,

1

ikJ

1

-k,

1

-ik,

k +(kt)
kl
-ik+ (ikl)
kl
k_(-kt)
f'lkl
. .k_(-ikt)
l
f'lkl
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k+~kt)
kl
k+(ikl~
k2
I

k_( - kl )
'1k2
I
k_(-ikl)
'1k}

( 4.53)

and

(4.54)

P.=

with inversion of A performed numerically using the MATRI.XX numerical library [2].
In resolving a system of linear equations, errors in the coefficient matrix can cause errors
in

~·

The degree to which these errors propagate is measured by the condition number of

the matrix "(A). If "(A) is large, the matrix may be ill-conditioned and small errors in A
may change A - l significantly enough to cause large errors in

~·

A guideline to this error

propagation is [30]

(4.55)
where the loss in precision in the
an element

of~

~

vector is at most m significant digits. For example, if

is .56321 and m = 3, the significance of the decimal digits beyond .56 may

be unwarranted because of the effects of the numerical inversion of A. In our case "(A) is
typically 0(100), a number to be aware of, but not large enough to cause concern.
A related issue is the accuracy of the elements in A, specifically, whether the decompositions of the approximate kernel, k+ and k _, are accurate at the values ±kt and ±ikt·
In generating K(q) we used a four moment fit of the exact kernel K(q) (Appendix C). But
this does not guarantee accuracy of K(q) near ±kt and ±ikt, where the latter is off the
real-q axis. For this we employ two additional approximate kernels, with the same number
of unknowns A1 and A2 as used in

k.

But in this case the unknowns are determined by

matching the zeroth moment or area, plus matching or "tagging" the value of the exact
kernel at ±kt and ±ikt. These will be called tagged kernels, with one tagging the value of
the exact kernel at ±kt (k,-tagged) and the other tagging this value at ±ikt (ik,-tagged).
In addition to providing accurate values for the coefficient matrix A, the method of tagged
kernels opens up another route for which to implement approximate kernels in Wiener-Hop£
problems. Details of the tagged kernels are presented in Part II of Appendix C.
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4.3

Inversion of the diffracted field plane wave spectrum

In the inversion of G_ (q) back to ¢D(r,9), we will try to parallel as much as possible the
inversion pathways established earlier. The inversion in this case begins with the integral
A.

yD

(

) -

x,y-

!00 _1_[
nk+(kcosa)
l iqz -ll.jq2-J:2 dq
~
eo+etq+ (
k
) e e
.
-oo K_(q)
q- COSQ
211"

(4 .56)

As before, two types of fields, SDP and residue, will come out of this inversion. For the SDP

fields it will be convenient to separate eo and e1 from the third term within the brackets
because the latter gives rise to SDP fields which parallel those determined in Chapter 3. In
this case there are two residue fields, one corresponding to the angle of specular reflection
which we have seen before, the other corresponding to the coupled, subsonic flexural wave .
Before proceeding , though, it will be useful to confirm the dimensions of the various
functions and constants introduced thus far. In this thesis the incident field ¢I is a plane
wave velocity potential of unit amplitude. (We work with velocity potential, but when
reporting the total diffracted power ITD, we make the conversion to an incident plane pressure wave of unit amplitude which or 1 Pascal.) Given that ¢I , ¢R and ¢D are velocity
potentials, the implicit dimension of the unit amplitude factor is [£ 2 / T ]. In Chapter 3 the
SDP diffracted fields assumed some combination of the form
eikr

¢D(r,9) = xM(9)P(9) . r L
v kr

1

+0(-

3 )

(kr)2

•

(4.57)

where xis a complex constant, M(9) is the material function, and P(9) is some dimensionless
far field radiation pattern. The dimensions of x and M(9) are

[x ] = [kt ]

[M(O)] = [k -;

1
]

such that ¢D remains dimensionless with implicit dimension of [£ 2 / T ]. We will subsequently
show that

x and M(9) maintain these dimensions with [x] = [OK+] in this chapter , and

with
I

~

[OJ = [k]

[K-J = [kl].

These establish the dimensions of eo and e 1 giving
-1

[eo]

= [kT ]

- 3

[e 1]
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= [kT ]

such that the integral in Eq.( 4.56) is in fact dimensionless, and the elements of the A ~ =

k.

operation are dimensionally consistent.

4.3.1

The SDP and geometric wave fields

Let us begin with the third term within the brackets and write
,1.

(

) -

't'DA x, y -

ok+(kcosa)
271"

!

00

-oo

_1_

1

iqz -llyq'l-k'ld
e
q

K_(q) q- kcosa e
A

(

)

(4.58)

where the additional A in the subscript distinguishes this term from the first two terms
within the brackets of Eq.( 4.56). Employing the transformations used previously, we write
¢DA(r, 8)

The inversion contour

r,

=X

h

P(f3)M(f3)eikrcos(/3-8)d{3.

( 4.59)

similar to the one in Fig. 3.2, is shown in Fig. 4.3. The P({J) is

the canonical angular spectrum used in Chapters 2 and 3, with

x=

ok+(kcosa)
271"

(4.60)

and M({J) is a new material function, based on the approximate kernel developed in this
chapter, of the form
M ({3) =

cos ~
K _ (-k cos {3)
A

(4.61)

-

Equation( 4.59) is strictly analogous to Eq.( 3.29), where the decomposed kernels

k+, k_

are from Eq.( 4.43). It is emphasized here that Eqs.( 4.60) and ( 4.61) are also analogous
to Eqs.( 3.30) and ( 3.31), respectively, but not the same. We will reuse the established
relations for these expressions found in Eqs.( 3.36) and ( 3.37). The common thread running through all three diffraction problems is the canonical angular spectrum P({J), which
assumes the same form established in Chapter 2.
The material function, like the one introduced in Chapter 3, is well-behaved for 0 <

Re({J) <

11".

But since k_(q) contains zeroes at q =Tel and q =

iTc,,

these translate into

poles in M(fi) at

-Tc,

{3 =arccos(~)

(4.62)

and

-iTc,

{3 = arccos(-k-)
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(4.63)

0

run
() <

1r

r( B)

/2

() >

1r

/2

Figure 4.3: Orientation of the subsonic flexural wave pole with r(O). Three SDP contours
are shown. They are from left to right, 0 < j , 0 = j and 0 > j.
respectively. The residue contributions from these poles are discussed in the next section,
for now it is sufficient to note that any steepest descent path r( 0), characterized by real
angle

e, will not have a saddle point which lies close to either of these poles.

Figure 4.3 shows the orientation of the subsonic flexural wave pole with the SDP contour

r{O). In deforming the r contour to f{O), one sees that the flexural wave pole is captured
only if the observation angle 0 is greater than ""/2. We have encountered this property
before, with the pole at the specular angle
field in the vicinity of 0 =

1r -

f3 = "" - a, and the result was to express the

a in terms of the Fresnel integral such that the field remains

continuous across the line 0 =

1r -

a. For the flexural wave pole, however, we will not

employ the Fresnel integral, since it adds unnecessary complexity without the benefit of
improved accuracy. This is because the flexural wave field always decays exponentially in
the y-direction , with the maximum rate of decay along the line
vanished at the point kr

»

1 where the SDP fields become valid .
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e=

j, and has nearly

Thus we proceed with the analogy between Eq.( 4.59) and Eq.( 3.29), and write
(4 .64}
giving

1

eikr

</>DAl(r, 8) = (1- i)v'1fXP1(8)M(8) . IT:+ 0(--3)
v kr
(kr)2

(4.65)

with a remaining part
(4.66)
Equation( 4.66) is analogous to Eq.( 3.34), yielding a residue field contribution for the
angular sector 8 > 1r- a. We identify this as a geometric field, with
A.
(r , 8) = -21T'ixM(1r't'geo
· or a) iA:rcos(orH) ·
sm

(4.67)

2

The equality of Eq.( 3.37) also applies here, giving </>geo the correct complex amplitude of
1

+ R(a).

Here the reflection coefficient R( a) is that of a thin plate in which the elastic

properties are modeled by the thin plate equation, with

R(a) = Zin(a)- ~
Zin (a) + k ~n or

(4.68)

and Zin is the input impedance from Eq.( 3.10). Having accounted for the pole in Eq.( 4.66)
we can express the rest of the integral in a way analogous to Eqs.( 3.39) and ( 3.40), giving

<!>DA2(r,8) =

1 + R(a)
1(r,8;a)
2

(4.69)

plus
eikr

1

<!>DA3(r,8) = (1- i)foxP2(8)[M(8) - M(1r - a)] IT:+ 0 ( - 3 ).
vkr
(kr)2

(4.70)

The remaining portion of the integral in Eq.( 4.56) is denoted

(4.71)
which we express in polar coordinates as

h

sin 13 [-eo+ e1kcos/3]M(J3)e'·A: rcos (/3 -s ) df3.
21r r cos i

<I>DB(r,8) = - k

--R
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(4. 72)

Since this integral is well-behaved for 0 < Re(f3) <

1r

(cos? is not a problem because M(f3)

vanishes at f3 = 0 and 1r) thus we can use the SDP evaluation method [Eq.( 2.38)] directly
and write
if>vB(r,9) = (1- i)

4.3.2

k sin ()

eikr

[-eo+ elkcos9]M(9). rc
2ft cos 2
v kr
8

1

+ 0(--

( 4.73)

3 ) .

(kr)2

The coupled, subsonic flexural wave field

The diffracted field plane wave spectrum represented by the integral in Eq.( 4.56) has now
been completely inverted except for the contribution due to the flexural wave; we will call
the flexural wave contribution if> flez . The flexural wave arises from the pole at q = Tc1; here
it is more convenient to maintain the x, y coordinate system for evaluating the residue. The
pole at q

= Tc 1 ,

and the one at q

= ikf,

are due to equivalent zeroes in

k_

(Eq.( 4.43)) ;

because both poles lie in an upper half-plane with respect to the inversion contour, their
residues are captured only for x > 0. Therefore the pole at q = ik1 always gives an
exponentially damped residue contribution of no physical significance and will be ignored.
We evaluate Eq.( 4.56) for x > 0 by extending the inversion contour into a semi-circle in
the upper half of the complex q-plane with the residue contribution at
if>Jlez(x, y) = Ae

ik,z-11Jkj-k~

Tel giving
(4.74)

where
(4.75)
The inversion of Eq.( 4.56) is now complete, with the total diffracted field being the
coherent sum of five component fields
if>D = if>DAl

+ if>DA2 + if>DA3 + if>DB + if>Jlez·

(4.76)

The first three component fields are analogous to those found in the local reaction case. The
additional cylindrical field if> DB and the surface wave field if> flez are the result of including
the elastic properties of the thin plate in the diffraction process .
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4.4

The diffracted field and check of the boundary conditions

Because the component fields, with the exception of ¢flez 1 are not individually observable,
meaningful interpretation must be reserved for their coherent sum, and the component fields
themselves are only of academic interest. Nevertheless, partitioning into component fields
was an effective strategy for inverting the Fourier integral of the diffracted field, which was
the end product of the Wiener-Hop£ procedure. The new set of component fields allows one
to compare the changes between the local reaction case and the extended reaction case, with
the latter including elements of elastic wave propagation. One such change is the additional
residue contribution due to excitation of the flexural wave; another change is the additional
SDP field which we call

¢DB ·

Let us repeat the display of the component fields for the case of extended reaction.
Here, as in Chapters 2 and 3, the incident field is a monochromatic plane wave of 50 Hz
with a:

= 15° .

The material now is ice with

properties represented by cz

= 3500m/ s

= 920kg/m8 , H = 2m, and the ice elastic
Ct = 1800m/ s with Poisson 's ratio u = .32

P2

and

and Young's modulus E = 7.92 109 Pa. The phase speed of the coupled flexural wave
with wavenumber Tel is 616 m f s, down from 748 m/ s which represents the in vacuo (k 1 )
phase speed. Note that the coupled flexural wave is subsonic with resp ect to the water sound
speed but supersonic with respect to the air sound speed , and thus there is propagation and
subsequent energy loss into the air medium due to the flexural wave. But with the air density
1000 times less than ice/ water density, the energy loss will at most be a small pert urbat ion
and our vacuum approximation for the air medium remains a good one. Contours of equal
amplitude level for

¢DA1, ¢DA2

and

¢DA3

are shown in Figs. 4.4, 4.5 and 4 .6. These are

the extended reaction counterparts to Figs . 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.
The additional cylindrical spreading field

¢DB

is shown in Fig. 4.7. Inclusion of elasticity

in the diffraction problem gave rise to this field together with the coupled flexural wave.
The overall level of ¢ DB is considerably lower (by about 20 dB) than the other component
fields, and therefore, in the ice lead diffraction process,
diffracted field . Nevertheless,

¢DB

¢DB

plays a minor role in the tot al

is of particular interest because the direct ivity of t his
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Figure 4.4: Contours of equal amplitude level for cPDAI (r, 8) with a= 15°. The boundary
discontinuity at the origin is marked by the triangle, with the free surface on the left side
and the elastic thin plate surface on the right side. The distance from the origin is in units
of 10 · kr. The contour levels are in dB referenced to a unit amplitude incident wave field.
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Figure 4.5: Contours of equal amplitude level for 4>DA2(r, 8) with a:= 15°. The boundary
discontinuity at the origin is marked by thEl triangle, with the free surface on the left side
and the elastic thin plate surface on the right side. The distance from the origin is in units
of 10 · kr. The contour levels are in dB referenced to a unit amplitude incident wave field.
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Figure 4.6: Contours of equal amplitude level for <f>DAs(r, 9) with a= 15°. The boundary
discontinuity at the origin is marked by the triangle, with the free surface on the left side
and the elastic thin plate surface on the right side. The distance from the origin is in units
of 10 · kr. The contour levels are in dB referenced to a unit amplitude incident wave field.
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field, unlike the other component fields, does not strongly depend on grazing angle a . The
only a dependence lies in the constants eo and e1, and these seem to change in a manner such
t hat the directivity remains unchanged with change in a. The

¢DB

directivity is similar to

a dipole, but with the maximum level of its far field radiation pattern off the vertical axis
by roughly 20° for this example. One expects the directivity properties of the

¢DB

field

to be similar to the total diffracted field resulting from an ice-borne flexural wave incident
upon a discontinuity such as a floe edge, and thereby acting as a possible source of ambient
noise in the Arctic waters [4 7].
Returning to the focus of our problem, the coherent sum of the component fields
</>DAl, ¢DAS

and

¢DB

is shown in Fig. 4.8 . This combined field is qualitatively rather differ-

ent from the analogous combined field for case of local reaction (Fig. 3.6) . The reason for
this is unclear , but small changes in the reflection coefficient phase (cf. below) will establish
a different coherent relation among the various component fields . The total diffracted field
is shown in Fig. 4 .9 , and included here is the contribution from the coupled flexural wave
for x > 0 [Eq.( 4 .74)]. One notices that qualitatively the diffracted field from the extended
reaction case is quite similar to the one for local reaction (Fig. 3.7) . Adding the flexural
wave raises the level of </>D only a small fraction along the x > 0 boundary for the extended
reaction case. Also, the -60 dB contour for the local reaction case lies slightly further into
t h e backscatter region than for the extended reaction case. Evidently this is due to the
small increase in Zin for the local reaction case over the extended reaction case.
The reflection coefficient for the extended reaction case is

R(a) = - .9814

- .1918 i.

(4. 77)

For the equivalent local reaction case presented in Chapter 3 the reflection coefficient is

R(a) = - .9786
In bot h cases

IRI =

- .2056 i.

(4.78)

1, however, by incorporating effects of elasticity in the ice, the input

impedance modulus is reduced or "softened" by a small amount
_ (kcosa) 4

tz-

kt
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(4. 79)
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Figure 4.7: Contours of equal amplitude level for ¢DB(r,9) with a= 15°. The boundary
discontinuity at the origin is marked by the triangle, with the free surface on the left side
and the elastic thin plate surface on the right side. The distance from the origin is in units
of 10 · kr . The contour levels are in dB referenced to a unit amplitude incident wave field.
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PHI DAl+DA3+DB

Figure 4.8: Contours of equal amplitude level for the superposition of 4>DA1 (r, 0) , 4>vA 3 (r, 0)
and 4> DB ( r, 0) with a = 15° . The boundary discontinuity at the origin is marked by the
triangle, with the free surface on the left side and the elastic thin plate surface on the right
side . The distance from the origin is in units of 10 · kr. The contour levels are in dB
referenced to a unit amplitude incident wave field.
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PHI D
Figure 4.9: Contours of equal amplitude level for ¢>D(r,B) with a = 15°. The boundary
discontinuity at the origin is marked by the triangle, with the free surface on the left side
and the elastic thin plate surface on the right side. The distance from the origin is in units
of 10. kr. The contour levels are in dB referenced to a unit amplitude incident wave field .
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such that
(4.80)

with €z=.06 in this example. With consideration of Eq.( 4.68), the small value of €z accounts
for the observed change in R. We note that for small grazing angles a:::._ 15°, the parametric
dependence for the reduction in Zsn from its equivalent local reacting value is
with

€~

.33. The

€ parameter

fz

= €(kH) 2

is an intrinsic property of the water and sea ice material

properties, being independent of frequency and ice plate thickness.
Before confirming that our solution satisfies the mixed boundary conditions, let us first
review the hierarchy used in Chapters 2 and 3 for examining the accuracy of the solution
along the planar boundary. Plane wave fields, or fields which orginate from residue contributions, are considered 0(1) fields and their coherent sum must satisfy the mixed boundary
conditions exactly. Cylindrical wave fields which arise from SDP contributions and are expressed in terms of an asymptotic series in

€

= 1/.J'h-, must also satisfy the mixed boundary

conditions, but the accuracy here need be only at the level of their lowest order 0 (€), and
we tolerate errors in the next order which is 0(!) 3 .
For x < 0 the boundary condition Eq.( 4.12) is satisfied by the incident and free surface
reflected fields, giving the equivalent boundary condition for cPD a.s Eq.( 4.16). No residues
in the integral representation of <Pn(x,O) are captured for x < 0, and the fields resulting
from SDP evaluation, cPDAl and cPDAs, plus the asymptotic form of cPDA2, are in exact antiphase to 0(!) satifying Eq.( 4.16) to the same order. Note that cPDB vanishes along the
entire y = 0 boundary and so does not enter into this boundary condition.
For x > 0, the relevant boundary condition is Eq.( 4 .17). First, let us confirm whether
the residues correctly balance. These residues are from the following integrals which are
derived from Eq.( 4.17) :
.J.. (
'f/D x,

.J..
(
'f/DJI

0) =

0) x, - -

4

d ¢n 11 (x ,O)
=dx 4

-~.::...:,._;_~

!(X) -A-1- [eo + e1 q + nk+(kcosa) Jeiqzdq
-oo K_(q)

!-oo
00

(q - kcos a)

211'

(4.81)

2

.Jq - k2 [
ok+(kcos a) J iqz dq
eo+ e1q + (
K_ q
q - k cos a ) e -2 11'
A

(

)

!oo q .Jq k
-oo K_(q)
4

2

A

-

2

[

eo+e1q+
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OK+ (kcosa) J sqzdq
e -.
(q - kcosa)
211'

(4.82)
(4.83) .

Each integral yields a residue contribution for the poles a.t q = k cos a: a.nd q =

TC Ji

for the

pole at q = k cos a: the residue contributions a.re

4>D(x,O) = .

iO
eikcosa:z:
K(kcos a:)

( 4.84)

-Ok sin a: ik coa a:z:
e
K(k cos a:)

(4.85)

4>D 11 ( X , 0 ) = .
d4 4>D (x,O)
dx

11
____,;----:;.....:,-__:...
=
4

-(kcoso:) 4 0ksino: ikcosa:z:
.
e
.
K ( k cos a:)

(4.86)

Entering the above into the right side of Eq.( 4.17), we find that the equality
-(kcoso:) 4 0ksino:

.

K ( k cos a:)

+.kJOksino: + -w

2

. .
4
4
=2tksmo:[(kcoso:)-k
1]
B K ( k cos a:)

K ( k cos a:)

p

iO

.

(4 .87)

must hold for the residue contributions at q = k cos a: to be balanced . To confirm this
equality, we use the established relations from Eqs.( 3.36) and ( 3.37), where in this case
the constant iO is strictly analogous to the -2ik sin a: found in these equations, giving

.

iO

= 1+R

K(k cos a:)

(4.88)

where it is understood that R = R(o:). We recast Eq.( 4.87) using the relation between B
and k f giving
(1

+ R)

.
k cos 0: 4
[ tWptH [( k f ) - 1]

+ -kw-. p-

sm a:

l .

- 2twptH[(

k cos 0: 4
k
)
I

-

1] = 0.

(4.89)

This is an exact equality in light of the definition of the reflection coefficient [Eq.( 4.68) ]
and therefore the residues from the pole at q = k cos a: are balanced .
The pole at q = kf arises from a zero in the decomposed kernel k _ (q). We have already
evalu ated the residue contribution of 4>D(x,O) due to this pole [Eq.( 4.74)], and therefore
expect the following:
(4.90)
and
(4.91)
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as residue contributions for Eqs.( 4.82) and ( 4.83}, respectively. Collecting the three residue
contributions we find that
(4 .92)
is a requirement for the residue contributions from the pole at q =

Tel to balance. But

Eq.( 4.92) is simply the characteristic equation [Eq.( 4.35)] restated, and since

Tel is nec-

essarily a root of the characteristic equation, the residues from the pole at q =

Tel are

indeed balanced. With this we have demonstrated that the boundary condition for x > 0
is satisfied exactly by the plane wave fields.
To evaluate the x > 0 boundary conditions for the SDP fields, let us recast Eq.( 4.17)
into

1 d4 ¢>D"(x, 0)

¢>D<J(x,O)- k'

dx•

= '1¢>D(x ,O).

(4 .93)

(Note that we did not include the right side of Eq.( 4.17) because this belongs to the residue
balance.) The above is the extended reaction analogy to Eq.( 3.44); let us also examine
this equation in terms of an asymptotic balance in powers of

f

as in Chapter 3 . First, we

observe that the leading order term of the SDP contributions to ¢>D(x,O) vanishes, because

¢>DA 3 (x , O) and ¢>DAz(x,O) are in exact anti-phase at the 0(€) level , with ¢>DA1(x,O) and
¢>DB(x,O) vanishing along the boundary for x > 0. Now to strike an asymptotic balance
between both sides of Eq.( 4.93) requires the two terms on the left side to also vanish at
the 0(€) level. The integral representation of the first term is given in Eq.( 4 .82), and
in a manner exactly parallel to the analysis of Eq.( 3.45) , one sees that the leading order
behavior of this term is 0{1 / (kx)i) or 0(€3 ), meaning this term vanishes at the 0(€)
level. The second term behaves the same way, with its leading order behavior being exactly

(kjk 1) 4 times that of the first term, and the asymptotic balance of Eq.( 4.93) is confirmed
to the 0 (f) level.
We return a final time to the Karp-Karal lemma as we are applying it to the ice lead
diffraction process. The Karp-Karallemma applies only to a local reacting, finite impedance
boundary condition. In Chapter 3 we worked with such a boundary condition [Eq.( 3.12)]
and observed that the behavior of ¢>D along the finite impedance boundary conformed with
this lemma, namely that the 0(€) behavior had vanished and the lowest order was 0 (€3 ).
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We can recover this same boundary condition from Eq.( 4.93) by allowing the Lame
constant J.l

-+

oo, and thereby kf

-+

oo. But for J.l

#

0, or the case of extended reaction,

there exists an 0(1) plane wave field along the x > 0 boundary in the form of the coupled
flexural wave ¢flex.·

The flexural wave is a residue contribution of ¢D and was shown

to be appropriately balanced along the boundary. We will show subsequently that the
allocation of the total diffracted field power between ¢flex. and the rest of the component
fields in Eq.( 4.76), strongly favors the latter. Thus if we ignore for the moment the power
contribution from the ¢flex. component field, we can say that ¢D(x,O) also vanishes in the
extended reaction case at the 0 (t:) level with the leading order being 0 (t:3 ).
The O(t: 3 ) leading order behavior of ¢D(x,O) implies that the intensity of ¢D(x,O)
1/(kx) 3 . That is, for x =I

.?:

>.,where>. is the wavelength in the ambient medium, the

intensity level of ¢D (x, 0) has diminished in excess of 24 dB . This property will be exploited
in the next chapter when we apply our results to diffraction from finite-length ice leads of
some characteristic length

4.5

.?: I.

Total diffracted power for extended reaction case and
comparison with local reaction case

In this section we examine the total diffracted power TID due to a monochromatic plane
wave incident upon a free surface coupled to a semi-infinite surface composed of a layer
of sea ice. This is our basic model for the ice lead diffraction process. In view of the
Karp-Karallemma, the semi-infinite aspect of the model is not a serious restriction. There
are, of course, other limitations placed on the interpretation of TID which arise from the
two-dimensional geometry, limitations no different from those which pertain to the majority
of solutions to range-dependent problems in ocean acoustics e.g., the difficulty in handling
out of plane scattering effects. Notwithstanding these limitations, our solution based on
idealized geometry reproduces the essential physics of the problem and can be used as an
approximate solution for more realistic geometries.
The total diffracted field power is divided between the portion carried by the radiating
cylindrical wave and the portion carried by the coupled subsonic flexural wave. The latter
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is defined here as
lltlez

=

fooo {I:}dy

(4.94)

where (Iz} is the x-component of the intensity vector as derived from Eq.( 4.74). The ycomponent of the intensity is imaginary for the flexural wave and thus there is no energy
radiating across planes parallel to the x = 0 surface. The total diffracted field power consists
of the two terms
llD

where

llDcJII

=

llDclll

+ ll flez

(4.95)

is based on the precise definition of integrated Fraunhofer far field intensity

discussed in Chapter 3.
We define a measure of the energy partitioning between

llDc111

and

llDc111

Up

= 10 l og 10 - l l

lltlez

as
(4.96)

flez

in dB . The value of Up is plotted against grazing angle

Ck

in Fig . 4.10 for diffraction from 2

m-thick ice layer with the incident field frequency at 50 Hz. We see that this ratio increases
with grazing angle starting at about 26 dB. Furthermore , we will find this value to be in
excess of 20 dB for all examples pertaining to sea ice and low-frequency acoustics, and
therefore we may ignore the power carried by the coupled flexural wave in the ice lead
diffraction process . This is not surprising considering the large disparity between the phase
speed of the coupled flexural wave, e.g . 616 m/s for 50 Hz and H =2m, and the ambient
medium phase speed of about 1450 m/s
In the following examples we compare the diffracted power llDc 11 z, which we now refer to
as the total diffracted power, with the corresponding value of total diffracted power derived
from the equivalent locally reacting surface, i.e., the semi-infinite ice sheet consists of a
layer of H m and density P2 = 920kg/ m3 . Figure 4.11 (top) shows the effect of the grazing
angle

Ck

on total diffracted power for a 2 m-thick ice layer with the incident field frequency

at 50 Hz. There is sin 2

Ck (.-.... Ck

2

for

Ck

.:S 20°) dependence evident in this figure as indicated

by the dotted line .
Next we examine the effect of frequency; for this we fix H = 1m,
range

IH

= 1 to 150 Hz-m. (We do not consider the limit of
111

I

-+

Ck

= 15° and span the

0 Hz because gravitional
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Figure ... 10: The ratio of cylindrical wave power IIDevt to coupled flexural wave power
in terms of tr11 , aa a function of grazing angle a

n11 ,.

effects would become important in Eq. (4.13) for frequencies below .3 Hz [68J.) The results
in Fig. 4.11(middle) show a negligible difference between the local reaction case and the
extended reaction case for

I H .:S

50, and indicates a clear linear dependence of IID on

frequency at least for the locally reacting case. Finally we examine the effect of ice thickness

H; for this we fix the frequency at 30Hz, a= 15° and again span the range I H = 0 to 150
Hz-m. The results in Fig. 4.11(bottom) also show a negligible difference between the two
cases for

I H .:S 50, but

the dependence on H is clearly non-linear.

Let us now study these results using the equivalent locally reacting ice surface as a
guideline. In Chapter 3 we showed that the material properties of the semi-infinite surface modified the diffracted field ¢JD via the rather complicated material function M(j3)
[Eq.(3.3l)j, and the 0-dependence of a field point assumed the form M(O)P(O) . On the
other hand, in the course of checking the boundary conditions we determined that the
material properties of the semi-infinite surface modified a boundary point by the simple
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Figure 4.11: Total diffracted power for extended reaction case (solid line) and local reaction
case (dashed line). top: as a function of grazing angle a, middle: as a function of frequency
with H = lm, bottom: as a function of H with frequency =30Hz.
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expression 1 + R [for example, cf. Eq.( 3.41)].
From Green's theorem, the integral of the values of ci>D and its normal derivative along
the boundary uniquely determine the value of ci>D for a field point. This integral is of the
form [59]

,~.. (;;~~
1
rJ = -

'+' D

47r

1[(So

_)8cJ>D(ro)
g r, ro a
no

,~.. (ro_)jdS0
- 8g(r,ro)
ano 'I'D

(4.97)

where g(r, ro) represents a two-dimensional Green's function and r, ro are the respective
field and boundary coordinates; the integration along the boundary So is along the planar
interface y = 0 in our case. A suitable Green's function for our problem is the Hankel
function which satisfies the free surface boundary condition, and which we emphasize has
no dependence on the material properties of the boundary surface. Therefore, we can say
quite generally that the diffracted field behavior is

PD(r, 8) = (1 + R)F(8)

eikr
rL

( 4.98)

vkr

for a field point in the Fraunhofer far field. Here pv(r,8) is the diffracted field pressure
and F( 8) is some general far field radiation pattern independent of material properties and
frequency, which we do not specify further . Thus we have

ITD = .5Re[(1

+ R*)(1 + R)] ~

j IF(8Wd8

(4.99)

where the integration is assumed to be over the Fraunhofer region. This tells us that

ITD....., 1 + Re(R)
k

(4.100)

with
(4.101)

We now observe that

2(wptH) 2

1 + Re(R)=(w H)2
Pl

+

_

2(wptH) 2

•

4

(~)2 - (~)2 +O[(kHsmo:)]
kama

(4 .102)

kama

giving a parametric dependence for the total diffracted power from a locally reacting surface
as
(4.103)
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Equation( 4.103) fully explains the above results for the locally reacting case, for example, the sin 2 a behavior of Fig .

4.11(top), the linear dependence on frequency in

Fig. 4.1l(middle), and the kH 2 dependence in Fig . 4.11(bottom).

If

I H .:S 50 then

Eq.( 4.103) nearly fully explains the results for the extended reaction case, which means
this

I H range is almost entirely dominated by mass loading effects as far as the ice lead

diffraction process is concerned.

I H .:S 50, the results for the extended reaction case begin to diverge from the basic

For

dependencies described in Eq.( 4.103). But, knowing the flexural wave carries only a small
fraction of the total diffracted power, we can also proceed with the same Green's theorem
arguments as in the local reaction case, using for the reflection coefficient

R = -iwptH[1- e(kH) 2 ] - ~
-iwptH [1 - e(kH)2 ] + k~~ a
where

e~

.33 as discussed earlier.

(4.104)

This gives a parametric dependence for the total

diffracted power from an elastic ice (thin plate) surface as
(4.105)
Equation( 4.105) provides the necessary correction for the effects of elasticity. For example,
at 30 Hz with H =5m, 2e(kH) 2 = .28 and this value accounts for the difference between

IH

= 150 in Fig. 4.1l(bottom); this difference

Thus far our work has been limited to the

I H .:S 150 range or kH .:S .65. We took this

the local and extended reaction cases at
being

~

1.3 dB.

value from ref. [68] because it represents the range for which the coupled flexural wavenumber
for an ice plate can be accurately derived from the thin plate equation . We would like
to extend this range , knowing the accuracy of the coupled flexural wavenumber will be
diminished.

But our purpose here is to provide a first order correction for the effects

of elasticity in the ice lead diffraction process. As a guide for this we use a traditional
bound for the application of the thin plate equation in structural acoustics [43] which is

k f H .:S 2rr / 5. Using the typical sea ice physical parameters, this is equivalent to I H .:S 250
or kH
that

.:S 1 which defines a less conservative range of applicablity for our results. We note

I H .:S 250 keeps us

well below the coincidence frequency

I H ~ 375

[from Eq .( 4.3) ], a .

frequency considered by some to be too high to apply thin plate theory [27].
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As a final note before ending our analysis of a plane wave incident upon a semi-infinite
elastic plate, we consider the reciprocal problem as defined by a plane wave incident from
the opposite direction . Recall that the Wiener-Hopf kernel K(q) is an even function of q,
for both the local and extended reaction cases. We successfully decomposed this kernel
such that k_ (q)K+( -q) = 1, which is a property of even functions and is related to the the
reciprocity condition [64]. Thus , for example, if we set up our problem in the opposite sense:
with the plate boundary condition for x < 0 and free surface boundary condition for x > 0,
we end up with the same kernel, but now find that a pole at q

=-Tel is captured for

x < 0

(rather than q = -kJ for x > 0), representing a coupled subsonic flexural wave travelling
in the left direction. Furthermore , the boundary behavior of 1/>n will now be governed by

( -R- 1), rather than (1

4.6

+ R)

as before, but the total diffracted power remains the same.

Summary

We have examined in detail the problem of a low-frequency monochromatic plane wave
incident upon a free surface coupled to a semi-infinite elastic surface, focussing on sea ice
as the elastic surface. The elastic behavior of the sea ice was modeled by the thin plate
equation. A key issue here is the fluid loading pertaining to sea ice and low-frequency
acoustics, which cannot be characterized by simplifying heavy or light fluid loading limits.
Using an approximate kernel for the Wiener-Hopf equation, valid in this mid-range fluid
loading regime, we proceeded to a complete and interpretable solution of the diffraction
problem.
We determined that the amount of power carried by the cylindrical spreading portion
Ticyl

of the diffracted field to be in excess of 20 dB greater than that carried by the coupled

subsonic flexural wave nflez . and therefore the latter can be ignored in the low-frequency
ice lead diffraction process . By applying Green's theorem to the properties of the diffracted
field along the boundary, we derived the primary functional dependencies of the diffracted
power on k, H and grazing angle a, and the ice elastic properties as characterized by the
parameter

~·
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Chapter 5

Demonstration of a mechanism for
propagation loss associated with
the ice lead diffraction process
In Arctic regions long range oceanic sound propagation is governed by an upward refracting
sound speed profile which gives rise to an acoustic channel bounded from above by the Arctic
ice canopy. The efficiency of long range acoustic propagation, and thus the use of the Arctic
ocean as a communication channel, is significantly influenced by sound interacting with the
complex ice-covered surface.
The effects of this interaction is the subject of considerable research effort focussing on
various characteristics of the ice-covered surface. For example, the effects of a stochastically
rough elastic ice interface have been studied using a perturbation method, in order to
understand the combined effects of ice elasticity and roughness [45]. Scattering of lowfrequency narrow band pulses from ice keels has been examined using a numerical approach
based on the finite difference method [28], and acoustic scattering from a point source below
an open lead has been studied from the viewpoint of laboratory scale model experiments

[52] .
The overall effect of the ice surface on sound transmission is due to a combination of
mechanisms, depending on acoustic frequency and Arctic environment. For example , the
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under-ice roughness will be less influential at low frequencies where the acoustic wavelength
is much greater than the rms roughness of the ice surface; or the ice canopy in the central Arctic is considered contiguous with few open leads, in contrast to the time-varying ,
partially ice-covered surface characteristic of marginal ice zone regions. Our work has application to partially ice-covered marginal ice zone waters, and, in particular , to the study
of diffraction effects from the open leads and polynya.
Thus far in this thesis we have viewed the ice lead diffraction process from the standpoint
of diffraction of an acoustic plane wave from a free surface coupled to a semi-infinite elastic
surface. The analysis led to a determination of total diffracted power fin, and its prime
descriptors k, H and grazing angle a. Our primary goal in this chapter is to convert these
results, in a simple yet relevant manner, for the purpose of demonstrating a mechanism for
acoustic propagation loss attributed directly to the ice lead diffraction process.
The framework of this demonstration is a set of long range acoustic propagation data
from MIZEX84 (marginal ice zone experiments, June-July 1984), but we emphasize that
we cannot depend on conclusive agreement between theoretical values and experimental
data. Too many important parameters, such as ice floe size and concentration, enter the
problem in the form of only nominal estimates. Furthermore, our analytic results can only
address a small subset of this experimental data. We will, however, indicate a discrepancy
between available theory and experimental data, and show that ice lead diffraction effects
are a plausible mechanism to account for this discrepancy.
The experimental data are in the form of continuous wave (cw) acoustic signals which
were transmitted between two ships separated by approximately 100 km, and propagated
via a partially ice-covered path. The signals were stepped in frequency between 25 and 200
Hz, with each tone lasting 1 h. The acoustic environment was characterized by generally
upward refracting range variable sound speed profiles, an undulating bottom of mean depth
of about 700 m, and a variable ice cover. The overall complexity and range variation of the
acoustic channel is depicted by contours of sound speed using sound-speed profiles every
15 km during the course of the experiment [56] {Fig. 5.1). The acoustic signals analyzed
here were received by a vertical array with six receivers between 72 and 265 m , with the
source being at 78 m depth. The primary data reduction, from received signal to acoustic
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Figure 5.2 : Range independent (ensemble averaged} sound speed profile used in the ray
average method.
subsequently. In order to use the ray average method we ensemble average in range the
original sound speed profile data on which Fig. 5.1 is based, and work with a smoothed,
range independent profile in Fig. 5.2.
The effective depth De of the acoustic channel is the depth above which all rays follow
refracted paths confined to the water column (RSR paths}. Rays passing below De interact
with the bottom (BB paths), and it is assumed that because of higher attenuation this
contribution is neglected from the sound field calculation. We will find that this assumption
limits the frequency range of the experimental data available for this kind of analysis.
Nevertheless, the simplicity of our approach has merit, enabling us to succeed in converting
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depth m
surface
50
78
100
300

sound speed m / s
1441.0
1460.0
1461.6
1462.1
1464.0

angle from horizontal
10.2°
4.2°
3.3°
2.9°

oo

Table 5.1: Set of horizontal ray angles used in the ray average method.
our results without introducing further complexity. In choosing De we observe that the
maximum sound speed for the range-averaged profile in Fig. 5.2 occurs at approximately
300 m, with a tendency for slight downward refraction below this depth. Furthermore, the
experimental data above 85 Hz tend to have measured pressure levels which taper off by
2-5 dB for the deepest receiver at 265m depth. We thus set De

~300m

as a nominal value,

which also spans the entire length of the vertical array.
The next step is to determine the source launch angle OL such that all rays with launch
angle 0 satisfy JOJ < OL. From Table 5.1 we find 0L=.057, where we have assumed a linear
sound speed gradient between each depth listed in the table. The values in Table 5.1 are
computed by starting with a ray which reaches a vertex at 300 m and tracing this ray to
the surface. The depth-averaged geometric spreading loss derived from the ray averaged
method is
T L = IOlog R

+ IOlog De- 10log 20L

(5.1)

and is 84 dB for R =100 km. This becomes our background loss value to which additional
losses will be added. Associated with our ray model is a nominal cycle distance for the vertex
ray which is approximately 16 km. This ray interacts with the surface approximately six
times, with a grazing angle a

~

10°.

In working with a range-averaged sound speed profile, we eliminated a prominent rangedependent aspect from the problem. To assess the significance of this, we also compute a
depth-averaged geometrical spreading loss using the parabolic equation (PE) method [40].
The PE analysis takes into account the lateral heterogeneity in sound speed and bathymetry
as shown in Fig. 5.1. The ocean bottom is modeled as a fluid halfspace with compressional
sound speed 1600 m / s, density 1500 kg/m3 and an attenuation of .5 db/ >.. No other los~
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Figure 5.3: Transmission loss in dB ref. 1m. The solid line through square symbol connects
mean values of MIZEX84 experimental data for discrete frequencies. The solid line through
triangle symbol connects mean values derived from the PE method. For clarity the data
spread, as indicated by the dotted line, is shown only for the experimental data; a similar
data spread exists about the mean values derived from the PE method . Bold solid line at
84 dB is the frequency independent value derived from the ray average method.
mechanisms are incorporated; our purpose here is only to compare with, and lend credence
to, the 84 dB value derived from the ray average method. It is important that the 84 dB
background loss value not be encumbered by a large and unknown variance, since we want
to distinguish the background loss from losses attributed to ice lead diffraction and other
relevent losses.
The PE sound propagation model gives T L as a function of depth, at range 100 km for
a 78-m source depth. The T L values are converted to linear intensity, and the latter are
averaged over the depth range 72-265 m to obtain an estimate of depth-averaged geometrical
spreading loss. The measured transmission loss values for the six receivers spanning the
vertical array are also averaged in the same manner. Both data sets are reported in dB
referenced to 1 m , and thus pertain to the log of the mean transmission loss for the channel
with D,

~300m.

These values are summarized in Fig. 5.3, with the frequency independent

ray theory value represented by the line at 84 dB.
Data of this nature are always accompanied by a substantial spread about the mean
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value. For both data sets this spread is approximately -2 dB and +4 dB about the mean
value. The asymmetrical spread is introduced by taking the logarithm of the mean depthaveraged intensity ±1 standard deviation, which serves as a useful measure of variability
[15] . We also note there may be an additional spread in the experimental data on the order
of ±1.5 dB, originating from the uncertainties in source level and hydrophone receiving
sensi ti vi ties.
We accept the large spread in the data, but now focus on the mean values as shown
by the solid lines. A basic assumption in our demonstration is that the background loss as
computed by the ray average and the PE methods should be less than the corresponding
measured loss . This assumption is correct for frequencies greater than about 85 Hz, where
at 85 Hz the PE and measured data lines reach a cross-over point. One may conclude that
the strong near-surface gradient is of less importance and bottom propagation plays an
increasing role in these waters for frequencies :::_ 85 Hz. This in turn would require more
accurate bottom modeling for the PE method to provide useful estimates of background
loss in this frequency range, an endeavor we do not wish to undertake since bottom modeling introduces additional unknown parameters, and bottom propagation paths are not
consistent with the effective depth concept. For the same reason, the frequency range :::_ 85
Hz also represents a departure from the ray theory value, in that the 84 dB background loss
is now greater than the measured data. Thus we consider frequencies :::_ 85 Hz to be below
the range necessary to isolate a geometrical spreading loss estimate based on the effective
depth concept, with sufficient certainty for our purposes.
The higher frequencies are reported for completeness, but these frequencies are beyond
the limits in applying the thin plate approximation to the ice surface, if H .2:. 2 m . Furthermore, although the PE data continues to track the experimental data with an offset, a
frequency-independent background loss assumption does not hold here, presumably due to
range-dependent oceanographic features which have begun to influence acoustic propagation. For these reasons we limit the subsequent analysis to the 105 and 125 Hz data, where
we can use the 84 dB background loss value with confidence.
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5.2

Conversion of IIn to dB loss per bounce

In order to carry through the conversion of Tiv to an estimate of dB loss per bounce, we
require a nominal estimate of the incident power TIJ. In the usual modifications to ray
theory to account for acoustic interaction with a boundary, one assumes the field behaves
locally as a plane wave and the plane wave reflection coefficient provides the necessary
modification of the field. We proceed with the local plane wave assumption, but in our case
the incident power depends upon the range extent lp of the interacting bundle of rays. One
can obtain a nominal estimate of lp from the principle of rays being the superposition of
modes of neigh boring orders , and the relationship between modal cycle distance and ray
cycle distance. From such arguments one obtains [69]
(5.2)
and therefore a nominal estimate of the incident power is

n

I~

.5 .
pc

-SlDQ

I

p·

(5.3)

The power balance established in Chapter 3 is
(5.4)
and writing TIR = jRj2 TI1 we can express Eq.( 5.4) as
(5 .5)
In the above JR J2 is the squared modulus of the coherent reflection coefficient for a partially
ice-covered surface, which is diminished by edge diffraction processes, and the dB loss per
bounce estimate we seek is 20log JRJ . Note that we assume JRJ 2 = 1 in the absence of
diffraction effects. The constant

fi

is included here in an ad hoc manner, for the purpose

of weighting Tiv according to ice floe size and concentration. We estimate

n subsequently,

but two remarks are in order before continuing.
First, our idealized two-dimensional geometry presumes that an ice lead diffracts approximately as a lineal element, an assumption being recognized by others [52]. This means
the diffracting edge is effectively of infinite extent in a direction perpendicular to the x, y
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plane. Let us call this extent of the ice lead L; but the effective lateral extent depends
on the field point of the receiver. That is, if L

»

2~, where r is a field point from

which pressure is measured, then the diffraction process can be considered approximately
two-dimensional, and the diffracted pressure far field behaves as a cylindrical wave with
1/Vkr range dependence as we have determined. This follows from the extent L being
much greater than the radius of the first Fresnel zone of the receiver, and thus it can be
considered effectively of infinite extent [67]. Since our diffracted far field behavior applies for
kr

»

1, this is equivalent to L

»

2>../$, which is a reasonable criterion to satisfy. From

Chapter 3, however, we found it convenient to consider kr very large (e.g. kr = N

~

1000

or more) in order to numerically integrate the diffracted intensity and arrive at the total
diffracted power Ilv, and we see that this now requires L

»

2>..j;; in order to preserve

the same two-dimensional geometric divergence of the diffracted field. For now we accept
this as a drawback in our approach to computing Ilv, and we refer to some new techniques
for studying diffraction from edges with finite extent in Chapter 6.
Our second remark concerns the semi-infinite approximation for the range extent of
the ice floe in the x-direction. In Chapter 4 we showed that along the boundary at range
x

= l ;::: >.., the diffracted field has diminished in excess of 24 dB . This suggests that when

two diffracting edges are involved, with separation li such that kli

»

1, a natural first

approximation is to consider each edge as arising from separate half-planes [59]. In this
demonstration we will find it likely that more than one edge can be ensonified, for example,
both leading and trailing type edges separated by li (ice range extent) or lw (free surface or
water range extent). In these cases we add the individual edge diffracted powers incoherently
and ignore the in teraction field [59] due to the proximity of the diffracting edges, where the
interaction field is 0(1 / k#) and d = li or lw .

5.2.1

Disk model for partially ice-covered surface

Our final task is to estimate

n which depends

on the characteristic size of the ice floes and

concentration. An elaborate probabalistic model is not warranted here; we are simply after
some reasonable mean values of /i and lw which we denote as 7i and 1w. For this purpose we
have adopted a model used to study ice floe collisions for floe fields typically encountered
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random transects

D

Figure 5.4: Isotropic distribution of uniform disks of characteristic diameter D, sampled by
a random transect.
in the marginal ice zone [65].
In this model the ice floe field is viewed as an isotropic distribution of identical disks

(Fig. 5.4). For our problem a random transect across this idealized floe field will intersect
N floes/ unit length in total range, with

(5.6)
where D is the floe characteristic diameter and C is the percent of surface ice coverage. The
random transect bisects each floe such that the mean range extent of an ice floe as sampled
by the transect is the mean chord length, giving

(5.7)

We now have the necessary information to produce a nominal estimate of the likelihood
of ensonifying an ice floe leading or trailing edge, which we do in the following example. The
characteristic diameter for ice floes in the vicinity of the MIZEX84 acoustic transmission
experiment was approximately 100m [51]; thus we set D ~ lOOm. The ice coverage varied
on a daily basis; on the day these measurements were taken (19 June, 1984) the coverage
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was approximately 30% as determined by microwave remote sensing [10], and therefore we
set C

~

.3. The number of floes intersected in the 100 km transmission path was therefore
(5.8)

From Eq.( 5.7) the mean range extent of an ice floe along the transect is I, s::::: 79 m or

kl,

~ 36 for 105Hz. We derive an estimate of the mean water-covered extent from I, and the

concentration, giving Iw s::::: 183 or kiw s::::: 83 for 105 Hz. At this floe size and concentration
the diffracting edges are sufficiently separated to apply our semi-infinite approximation and
we consider each leading and trailing edge as a separate diffraction feature and add the
diffracted powers incoherently.
The total number of diffraction features per m is 2·382/100 km=.0076, and the mean
number of features n ensonified during each interaction with the surface is given by

n ~ lp

(5 .9)

.0016.

We determined the nominal grazing angle to be a

~

10°, and using Eq.( 5.2) lp

~226

m for

105 Hz, we arrive at n ~ 1.72.
The ice floe thickness in the region varied from 1 to 5 m, with the peak of sample
density functions near 2 m [31], and therefore we use H ~ 2 m in order to compute liD in
the manner described in Chapter 4. Our estimate for dB loss per bounce is finally computed
from
liD
-10log(1- -n)
Il1

which is .7 dB at 105 Hz. The total loss due to diffraction depends on the number of
ray surface interactions; from the ray average method we estimated this number to be six,
thus giving a total diffraction loss

~

4 dB. For 125 Hz, lp ~ 190 m giving

total diffraction loss ~ 3.3 dB. (Note that use of

n s:::::

1.44 and a

n inside the logrithm, is consistent with

presenting the logarithm of the mean transmission.)
We next take inventory of other loss mechanisms contributing to the total transmission
loss.

For volumetric absorption we use an empirical result which applies to sub-Arctic

waters [9] giving 81 =.002 dB / km at 105 Hz and .003 dB/km at 125 Hz. Volume scattering
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loss from ocean dynamical features such as eddies and fronts is estimated from [54] using
ocean dynamical parameters for the marginal ice zone given in [26] . The parameters are
J1. 2 ~ 2.5 10- 5 , which is the rms spatial contrast in index of refraction, and L 0 ~ 10km,

which is the spatial scale of the ocean feature. These give 82 = .015 dB/ km or about 1.5
dB for 100 km as a frequency-independent value.
The majority of theoretical estimates of loss due to ice roughness are based on a randomly rough ice-water interface, where the rms roughness and correlation length is assumed
known . It is unclear how the open water areas in the marginal ice zone affect the statistical
stationarity assumptions inherent in these estimates. For our purposes, we adopt 83 = /1.5
db / km [55], where

f

is frequency in Hz , as a nominal estimate, and assume an effective

range for loss due to ice roughness which is approximately equal to the ice concentration

percentage of the total range. Thus , for example, 83 = .051 dB/ km at 105 Hz , which we
apply to an effective range of 30 km for C

~

.3, giving a total loss due to roughness of

about 1.5 dB.
The additional losses attributed to the ice lead diffraction process ( D L), volume scattering loss (V L) , ice surface roughness (SRL) and volumetric absorption loss (AL), are
summarized in Table 5.2 for 105 and 125 Hz. These are added to the 84 dB background
loss for an estimate of total transmission loss (est. T L). Included is a likely range of ice
concentration and floe sizes, with our best estimate (C ~ .3, D ~ 100m) in the top entry.
Our estimated T L at 105 and 125 Hz compares favorably with the measured transmission
loss (meas. T L) when C ~ .3. We emphasize, however, that the floe concentration and
size estimates are only nominal values, and we do not have a proper statistical, or "ground
truth", description of the overall ice conditions. We also admit to being fortunate in that
the ice floe concentration was relatively low on the day of the experiment . Had the ice
concentration been greater, e.g.

C;:.:

.75, we could not justify the conditions kii,klw

»

1,

a necessary condition to convert our values of llv to a diffraction loss estimate.
For completeness we plot in Fig. 5 .5 the DL for the entire frequency range 25-125 Hz
using H = 2m and the same range of floe sizes and ice concentrations . We observe an
interesting maximum in DL at about 85Hz. Let us recall Eq.( 4.105) giving the parametric
dependence for total diffracted power from a semi-infinite elastic half-plane. Using the small
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cone/size C / D
.3/100

II
II

.3/200
.5/100
.5/200

freq
105Hz
125Hz
105Hz
125Hz
105Hz
125Hz
105Hz
125Hz

DL
4.1
3.3
2.0
1.6
7.4
5.8
3.4
2.7

VL
1.5
2.0
1.5
2.0
2.6
3.3
2.6
3.3

SRL
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

AL
.2
.3
.2
.3
.2
.3
.2
.3

est. TL
91
91
89
89
96
95
92
92

meas. TL
89
90
89
u
90
89
90

II

89
90

Table 5.2: Additional losses in dB attributed to ice lead diffraction (DL), volume scattering
(V L), ice surface roughness (SRL) and volumetric absorption (AL), which are added to an
84 dB background loss.
angle approximation for grazing angle a, we write this dependence as
(5.10)
where 61 is a constant we need not specify further, and the parameter

€=

.33 which relates

to the properties of the sea ice and ambient medium. The dB loss per bounce estimate takes
the form
-1 01og { 1-

6 1 kH 2 a 2 [1- 2€(kh) 2 Jn}
.
.;_a/
pc
p

Since n is proportional to lp, the above simplifies to
(5.11)
where all frequency-independent constants are absorbed into the constant A2. Finally, by
taking the derivative with respect to k of Eq.( 5.11), we find a local maximum at
k=

_1_2_
~H

(5.12)

which translates to approximately 85 Hz for H =2 m . Equation( 5.12) may prove useful in
considering the acoustic channel filtering properties for partially ice-covered waters.

5.3

Summary

In this chapter we tied together earlier results for total diffracted power Tin, with numbers
C and D representing ice floe concentration and characteristic size, respectively. The result
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Figure 5.5: Estimated DL as a function of frequency for 100 km range and 2-m nominal ice
thickness. Each line represents a different combination of ice coverage percent and ice floe
characteristic size.
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was converted to an estimate of acoustic transmission loss attributed directly to the ice
lead diffraction process (DL). This component of total transmission loss was compared to
components attributed to volumetric scattering (V L), ice surface roughness (S RL), and volumetric absorption (AL) . Analysis of acoustic propagation data from MIZEX84 indicated
a discrepancy between available theory and measured values for 100 km transmission loss.
Subsequent comparison of the MIZEX84 data with transmission loss values derived from
the ray average method was limited to the data at 105 and 125 Hz, and it was shown here
that ice lead diffraction effects are a plausible mechanism to account for this discrepancy.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and suggestions for
future research
In this thesis we have examined in detail the essential physics of the acoustic diffraction
process due to a plane wave interacting with a two-part planar surface characterized by
different boundary conditions. We have focussed on a free surface coupled to an ice-covered
surface for the purpose of understanding the effects of diffraction from ice leads in long
range acoustic propagation.
We began in Chapter 2 by deriving an exact solution to a canonical problem concerning
diffraction from a free surface coupled to a perfectly rigid surface. The exact solution to this
particular problem has not been shown before. The solution is derived from the WienerHop£ method which gave the Fourier transform of the diffracted field, and the inversion of
this Fourier transform was facilitated by partitioning the diffracted field into component
fields.
In Chapter 3 we argued the merits of a locally reacting approximation for the input
impedance of an ice sheet for low frequencies, and the perfectly rigid surface was replaced
by an ice surface characterized by a locally reacting finite impedance. Inclusion of the
finite impedance boundary condition greatly complicated the kernel decomposition step
in the Wiener-Hopf procedure. An approximate kernel, based on matching the moments
of the exact kernel, was used here which enabled us to proceed to a complete and readily
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interpretable solution for the diffracted field tPD· Important properties of tPD were developed,
such as its relation to 1 + R(a), where R(a) is the ice reflection coefficient evaluated at
grazing angle a, and a power balance among incident, reflected and diffracted fields was
demonstrated .
The groundwork of Chapter 3 was utilized in Chapter 4 in the solution of the problem
of a plane wave incident upon a free surface coupled to a semi-infinite elastic plate, which
serves as a model for the ice lead diffraction process. The thin plate approximation for the
ice impedance was shown to be a natural extension of the locally reacting approximation,
with effects of ice elasticity being ignored in the latter. A new approximate kernel for the
Wiener-Hop£ solution technique was developed here. This kernel retains the properties of
the coupled flexural wave, and is valid in the fluid loading conditions which pertain to sea
ice and low-frequency acoustics (kH .:S 1). By using Green's theorem, in conjunction with
behavior of the diffracted field along the boundary, we determined the dependence of total
diffracted power Ilv on k (frequency), H (ice thickness) and a (grazing angle), in addition
to the combined elastic properties of the ice sheet and ambient medium.
Finally in Chapter 5 we developed a means to convert Ilv into an estimate of dB loss
per bounce, using an approach based on the ray average method . Our purpose here was to
demonstrate a mechanism for acoustic propagation loss attributed directly to the ice lead
diffraction process. As a framework for this demonstration, we analyzed a set of acoustic
propagation data from MIZEX84. The analysis indicated a discrepancy between available
theory and measured values for 100 km transmission loss, and it was shown that ice lead
diffraction effects are a plausible mechanism to account for this discrepancy.

6.1

Suggestions for future research

In this thesis we pursued an analytic approach to the diffraction problem, which gave us
additional insight into the mathematical and physical structure of the acoustic field due
to range discontinuities. In particular, our focus on the solution of the water-to-ice planar
diffraction problem using the Wiener-Hop£ method has given us useful insights into the ice
lead diffraction process. Our solution, with the problem framed in idealized two-dimensional
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geometry, is a logical first step to a more complete understanding of low-frequency acoustic
interaction with a partially ice-covered surface. In the following we mention some research
areas that extend from this work.

6.1.1

General oblique incidence

The two-dimensional geometry assumes the diffracting edge lies along the z-coordinate (the
out-of-page coordinate in Fig. 2.1), and the incident field lies entirely in the :z:, y plane.
With this geometry, there is no dependence of t/>n on the z-coordinate. We can introduce
z-dependence by allowing the angle between the z-axis and the direction of the incident
field to be arbitrary (oblique incidence) instead of being Tr/2. Calling this angle"(, we now
have for the incident field
</>I ( :z:,

where setting "( =

1r /2

y, Z) = e*k cos or sin "f-Sklfsin or sin "t+ikz cos"'

(6.1)

recovers our original incident field confined to the :z:, y plane. We

obtain a three-dimensional solution (with the restriction that the edge discontinuity remain along the z-axis) from our two-dimensional solution by replacing k with k sin '1 and
multiplying by

eik cos"'

[73].

A related issue concerns the probability distribution for the ice floe leading and trailing
edge orientations with respect to the acoustic propagation path. The analogous problem
has been addressed for the scattering from lineal ice keels, where the classic Buffon needle
problem [60] from probability theory was used to derive the orientation probability density
function [34] . In our case the random variable correspondingto the orientation is the angle
'1, and we note that the expected value of "f, when modeled by a Buffon needle process, is

indeed

6.1.2

1r/2.

Finite extent L

The two-dimensional solution also assumes the diffracting edge is of infinite extent in the
z-direction or perpendicular to the :z:, y plane. The diffracted field therefore takes on the
appearance of a field radiated by an infinite line soure in the z-direction, with the general
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form

4>n(r, 9)- F(9)

eilr.r
!L'

(6.2)

vkr

Recent work [67] on sound scattering by finite length cylinders, has shown that the solution
for a finite length cylinder can be obtained from the infinite length counterpart through
effectively integrating the latter over the length of the cylinder. Equation( 6.2) is analogous
to the scattered field for an infinite length cylinder, provided the field point does not lie in
the transition region. An interesting approach would be to this method to our solution in
order to examine the effects of finite extent L.

6 .1.3

Further use of the locally reacting approximation

In Chapter 3 we studied the locally reacting approximation for the input impedance of an
ice sheet, where

(6.3)
which we found to be a useful initial step towards the solution of the full elastic ice diffraction
problem in Chapter 4. For low frequencies such that

fH

~ 50 (where in this range we

showed that the locally reacting approximation was quite accurate) it would be interesting
to exploit this approximation further , by studying range-dependent ice thickness variation
in which the ice impedance assumes the form

(6.4)
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Appendix A

Asymptotic evaluation of integrals
Integrals of the form

h

Q(f3)eikrcos(P-9)df3

(A.1)

are evaluated asymptotically in this appendix. This integral represents a superposition of
plane waves weighted by the angular spectral function Q(f3) . The contour
contour shown in Fig. 2.4. For kr

»

r

is the same

1 there is exponential decay in the integrand for values

of f3 away from the saddle point at f3 = () , and the contribution of r in the vicinity of f3 = ()
constitutes the first order contribution to the integral.
The contour

r

is deformed into the steepest descent path (SDP) contour

r 9,

and in the

vicinity of f3 = () we use the transformation

cos(f3- 0) = 1 + ir 2

{A.2)

changing Eq.( A .1) into

J2eikr-i~ foo
-oo

Q(/3)

V1 +iT;

e-krr2 dr.

(A.3)

If the function Q (/3) is slowly varying in the region of the saddle point f3 = () we can bring
this factor outside the integral, giving

(A.4)
where we have used a Taylor series to represent the square root factor . Term by terrri
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integration gives

{1- i)J;fQ(O)eikr[_1_1 (kr)~

i

3

8(kr)~

+ ...]

{A.5)

Note that the next order term is 38 dB down from the leading order term at kr = 10.
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Appendix B

Approximation of the
Wiener-Hopf kernel and
subsequent multiplicative
decomposition for local reaction
case
We can write the Wiener-Hop£ kernel K(q) as

(B.l)
where the factor in brackets is k(q) and is approximated as follows:

('72+k2+q2)
(q2-k2Ai)
k(q) = Jq2 _ k2Jq2 + Nk2. (q2- k2A~)"
A

(B.2)

The unknowns Ai and A~ are determined by matching the area and first three moments of
the inverse Fourier transform of k(q); these depend on the integer parameter N = n 2 which
determines the relative height of the branch points of Jq 2 + Nk2 above and below the
real q axis. To match the moments, one uses the moment generating relationship between
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transformed quantities, giving the matching equations

dmk(q)
dqm

dmk(q)
dqm

(B.3)

which are evaluated at q = 0.
The result, with non-dimensional parameter A defined here as '1/k, is
2

nA~

A 1 = A+ i

A2

A1

_

(B.4)

2 - A2

where
A1

=As~+ A2(2i _ 2 ) +A!+ (2i _ 2 )
n

n

n

{B.5)

n

-A 2
1
A2 = ~ - iA + (3 - n 2 )

(B.6)

such that
(B.7)
The four moment match (m = 4) gives a very accurate approximation with an error
of a few percent in the homogeneous (q <
inhomogeneous (q >

iki)

region of the spectrum (Fig. B.1). For the

iki) region the approximation is less accurate;

although we utilize only

the homogeneous portion of the final plane wave spectrum in the inversion to the diffracted
far field, and the necessary property of the ratio

K/ k-+ 1 as q-+ oo is maintained.

The multiplicative decomposition of K(q) is defined as

k( ) - k _(q)
q - k+(q).
With this definition, zeroes and poles of
as

1

-

1

k (q)

{B.8)

in an upper (lower) half-plane are defined

('+') functions [59]. (The upper and lower half-planes are established by the branch

cuts of .Jq2 - kZ as discussed in Chapter 2.) For example, two zeroes of the kernel originate
from

{B.9)
The factor (q + i.Jk2 + '7 2 ) is a zero in the lower half-plane and is classified as a'+' function ,
and in the same manner (q - i.)k 2 + '7 2 ) is classified as a '-' function. The complete
decompositon of Eq.( B.7) is

k (q)
-

= (q - i.)k 2 + '7 2 )
Jq- ikn
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•

(q- kAI)
(q- kA2)

(B.10)

2~-----------,-------------.------------.

1.5

0.5

0 L-------------L-------------~----------~
0

qjk

2

3

Figure B .l : Comparison of the modulus K(q) (solid line) with K(q) (dashed line) for 30
Hz, H = lm and Pl = .92.
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strip between ±k 2
as defined in Fig.

2.2

Figure B.2: Upper and lower half-planes of the approximate kernel as defined in the complex
q-plane.

k

_
.jq+ikn
+(q)- (q+iv'k2+'72)

The regions of analyticity for

(q+kA2)
(q+kAI) .

k_ and k+ are determined by
(B.ll)

such that

k_ is analytic for Im(q) < 6._ and k+ is analytic for Im(q) > -6.+ . (Note that

k 2 is either a small positive constant or zero). These regions are shown in Fig. B .2.

The parameter N is a positive number, adjusted to optimize the phase coherence between

K(q) and k(q) . Its upper bound is determined by the requirement
(B.12)
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in order to maintain the'+' and'-' function definitions. For example, N is typically 0(10),
establishing A+ and A_ as O(k).
Finally, a comparison of k_(q) with one obtained via an asymptotic decompositon [22]
for '1

--+

0 (which can be viewed as a perturbation from a perfectly rigid surface) show

agreement within 1 percent for magnitude and phase. For this case we use N = -1 and
n = - i (consistent with the established branch cuts), which we find to more accurately

approximate the kernel when '7

«

1. With the choice of either N = -1 or N = a positive

integer, the entire range of locally reacting boundary conditions from Neumann to Dirichlet
is spanned .
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Appendix C

Approximation of the
Wiener-Hopf kernel and
subsequent multiplicative
decomposition for extended
reaction case
In this Appendix we develop the approximate kernels used in the extended reaction case,
which do not depend upon a small fluid loading parameter and therefore are valid in the
fluid loading regime characteristic of sea ice and low-frequency acoustics. Three different
approximations are developed here. Part I presents the details of the approximate kernel
which represents an extension of the technique of matching moments as discussed in Appendix B. This kernel is K(q) and its decomposition into k_j k+ is the one employed in the
diffracted field plane wave spectrum [Eq.( 4.46)], and it has the necessary accuracy in the
homogeneous region of the plane wave spectrum, along with accurately characterizing the
pole at q =

Tc,. We also employ two additional kernels solely for use in the coefficient matrix

[Eq.( 4.53)] and right-side column vector [Eq.( 4.54)]. These are referred to in this thesis
as tagged kernels and details of their development are given in Part II of this Appendix. In
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Part III we compare our results with an asymptotic result available in the literature.

Part 1: matched moment kernel
As in Appendix B we write the kernel as

K(q) = Jq2- k2[

fJ

yq2- k2

+ 1- L•]
k}

(C.1)

and focus on the bracketed term k(q) which is approximated as follows
A

k(q) =

2

('72

r1

yq2 _

+ k2 + q2)
k2yq2 + Nk2.

(q2- k2Ai)
q•
1
2
2
(q - k AD. ( - iC}).

(C.2)

f.) which we will call the root factor , k(q) is the

Apart from the parameter r1, and (1-

f

same as the one developed in Appendix B. We proceed to match the area plus first three
moments of k( q) in the manner of Appendix B and thereby determine the two unknowns
A 1 and A 2 . The result using the parameter >.equal to "1/k is

nA~

2

A 1 = ( >. + i)r1 '

A22

= AI

A2

(C.3)

where

(C.4)
(C .5)
such that

(C.6)
We insert a parameter r1 = (ktfkt )4 to recover the correct asymptotic property

.
hm
q-oo

k(q)
K( q) = 1.

(C.7)

The multiplicative decomposition of K(q) is defined as

(C.8)
which we write down in exactly the same manner as in Appendix B, with the additional
decomposition of the root factor , giving
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Decomposition of the root factor is done by inspection, with one of the factorizations ,
(1 -

i;) , having a zero at q =

q-plane because

X: 1, for example. This zero is in the upper half of the complex

X:, may lie on the real q-axis, or just above it if we allow for damping of

the coupled flexural wave ; but it never lies below the real q-axis. Following our pole/ zero
allocation rules, this factorization is properly assigned to the '- ' function classification, and
since the zero at q = kt becomes a pole in the diffracted field plane wave spectrum, th~- '
function assignment correctly results in the pole being captured for x > 0 only.

Part II: tagged kernels
In this part we develop two additional approximate kernels, one which tags the value of the
exact kernel at q = ±kf (k,-tagged), and the other which tags the value at q = ±ikt (ikttagged). Results from the tagged kernels are used in the coefficient matrix for recovering the
constants eo and e1 . It is emphasized here that the tagged kernels represent an alternative
approximation to the same exact kernel, and thus we could, in many cases, complete the
solution using only one approximate kernel to represent all the critical regions in the complex
q-plane. These regions are: the q < k or homogeneous region, q = ±k1, ±ik1 , and the q = Tc1
region where the kernel goes through a zero point. We are simply using the tagged kernels
where we know they perform best, at q = ±k,, ±ikf, a region the matched moment kernel
is not specifically designed for.
The tagged kernels assume the same initial form as Eq .( C.2). Both versions of tagged
kernels are given the same area or zeroth moment as the exact kernel; this puts
nA~
2
At = (..\ +.') '1 .

(C .10)

We now find the other unknown A2 by tagging the value of the exact kernel at a fixed point
in the complex q-plane. The tag at q = k 1 (also -k1 ) gives

(C.ll)
(C .l 2)
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with

- (r 1
and r 2

= (kJik) 2 .

The tag at q

+ kz
f
1)(k2 + '72 + k})

'1 · fk2 N

v

<I>-

= ik1

-

(C.13)

(also -ikJ) gives
(C.14)
(C.15)

with
<I> -

'~Vk2 N- kj

{C.16)

...,....---.....:,....,~--=-----:-:.-:-

- (r 1 - 1)(k2 + '72- k})

and we determine A~ by the ratio AI/ A2 as as in the matched moment kernel.
The three approximate kernels are shown in Fig . C.1 for the ice plate example presented
in Chapter 4 {50 Hz, H=2 m). In this example k1 = .419814 and k1 = .509958. Each
kernel approximation will pass through a zero at q = Tel (qfk ~ 2.35 on the plots). Figure C.1{bottom) is the matched moment kernel and it tracks the homogeneous (qfk < 1)
region of the exact kernel in both magnitude and phase with a maximum relative error
of 3%. The maximum error occurs near the end of the homogeneous region and for the
majority of this region the relative error is on the order of 1%. The exact behavior through
the zero point is also completely reproduced in magnitude and phase.
We see, however, that the matched moment kernel is less accurate in the critical area at

q = k 1 (qfk

~

1.94 on the plots). Thus we resort to the krtagged kernel in Fig C.1(middle).

Here the magnitude and phase properties of the exact kernel at q = k1 are precisely reproduced. The performance of the krtagged kernel through the zero point is noteworthy. The
krtagged kernel will always track the slope of the exact kernel as it passes through the zero
point, because the critical points in determining the slope, q = kJ and q =

rc,, are precisely

matched. For the ice plate examples studied in this thesis, either the matched moment
kernel or krtagged kernel is adequate for tracking the slope through the zero point region.
But one may encounter cases, such as the low-frequency, heavy fluid loading comparison
example presented below, where the k1-tagged kernel clearly performs better. Finally we
have the ik1-tagged kernel in Fig. C.1{top) which at first glance appears to display none of
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the above properties we are looking for. But its sole purpose is to provide a good estimate
offthe real q-axis at q = ±ikt, for which it is precisely matched.

Part Til: Comparison of the approximate kernel performance with
available asymptotics
Let us compare the performance of our approximate kernels and subsequent decomposition,
with an available asymptotic decomposition given in ref.[21]. Since we set up our problem
and go about the kernel decomposition in a slightly different manner, this necessitates comparing a modification of our decomposition, e-i'i kj/ k+, to their asymptotic decomposition
K~.

The asymptotic decomposition is valid only in the limit of low-frequency, heavy fluid

loading. A typical example in this regime is a .25 m-thick steel plate immersed in water
and ensonified at a frequency of 5 Hz.
Results of a comparison from this example are presented in Table C.l. The left side of the
table shows results from our suitably modified approximate kernels {including the doublesided fluid loading) but denoted here as simply
result

K+

k+,

the right side shows the asymptotic

as derived from ref.[21]. The results represent the three critical regions in the

complex q-plane. The matched moment kernel is used in the homogeneous region; the k 1tagged kernel is used at q

= k,,

and the q

= ikrtagged

kernel is used at q

= ik1 .

The

k1-tagged kernel is also used at q = kt because it more accurately tracks the slope of the
exact kernel in this low-frequency, heavy fluid loading example. The proper phase relation
between the two sets of complex results is evident, with the maximum relative difference

( l k+I/IK~I) being::._ 5%. Finally, the equations in ref.[21] from which the asymptotic results
were derived, arise from considerable manipulation of the small fluid loading parameter in
order to come up with a usable expression. The small parameter in this case isM [Eq.( 4.8)],
and the expressions are presented in the form of a series expansion in M, with complicated
coefficients which themselves are reported only to leading order . Considering this, a 5%
relative difference appears quite justified.
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Figure C.l: Comparison of the modulus of extended reaction kernel K(q) (solid line) with
K(q) (dashed line). bottom: matched moment kernel, middle: k1-tagged kernel, top:
ik1-tagged kernel. Normalized wavenumber (q j k) is used with qj k < 1 representing the
homogeneous wavenumber spectrum.
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reg1on

Re(K+)

Im(K+)

"Re(K~)

Im(K~)

q=O
q
.5k
q
.95k

-.0016
- .0047
-.0083
-.1699
.1480
-.2767

-.0805
-.0837
-.0872
-.1065
-.1893
-.0920

-.0006
-.0032
-.0063
-.1499
.1268
-.2603

- .0802
- .0820
-.0840
-.1200
-.1856
-.0900

=
=
q = kf
q = ikf
q = kf

Table 0.1: Comparison of the performance of the approximate kernels with an available
asymptotic decomposition, in the three critical regions of the complex q-plane .
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